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S^ PLOWDEN C MACONOCHIE

EDITORIAL

FOUR years ago this summer Abinger Hill School, with fifty-five boys and

two masters, came to Ashbury. Its coming was an experiment; an ex-

periment which we knew would be fraught with difficulties, but which we
expected would bring the greatest benefit to both Abinger and Ashbury.

The difficulties were various. The first question was, of course, how the

boys would get along together. Ashbury, indeed has many similarities to

English schools, but its boys are Canadian, and there was bound to be some

friction between the two groups, from lack of understanding. But this would

not last, and as individual friends were made and common interests discovered

we found that our differences were not really important. A second worry was
lack of money, for owing to restrictions very little would be sent from England,

and Abinger had to depend largely on Ashbury for funds. Thirdly, we did not

know what the boys, who had no homes other than Ashbury, were to do during

the holidays; and here we are indebted to many Canadian families who
offered to take care of boys in their vacation time.

The experience was one of mutual advantage to both schools. What were

these advantages? Each group has learned many things from the other, and
picked up many of the other's characteristics; we have even exchanged slang.

But by far the most important was the broadening of outlook and understand-

ing gamed by living with inhabitants of another country. One of the causes of

the trouble we are going through to-day is what might be called national snob-

bishness—the refusal of people to remedy their ignorance of the way of life of

other peoples, and their looking down on those peoples because they are dif-

ferent. The German theory of the Master Race is one of the worst forms of

this. Exchanges of groups of young people among the nations would go far

towards promoting friendship.

By the time this is printed the whole of Abinger will have returned to Eng-
land. We see them go with the deepest regret, for a part of Ashbury has gone
with them; but they have left something behind them, a tradition of friendliness

and courtesy, which will never be forgotten.
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VALEDICTORY
(Given by L H. Chapman, Head Prefect, at the closing)

When I arrived here four years ago, little did I dream, except in my wildest

nightmares, that one day I would be standing on this platform as valedictorian.

Now that I am here I am indeed honoured

In July 1940 I stepped off the gangplank of the Duchess of Richmond, a

bewildered schoolboy in shorts expecting at any moment to hear the worcry of

the redskins. Since then some of this bewilderment has gone and I have come

to regard Canada as my second home, and when I return to England this

summer one of the happiest chapters of my life will hove ended.

Arriving from Abinger, on English prep school, we found that the atmos-

phere of Ashbury moderated this greot change, for here we found a scholastic

system in many ways similar to that of England.

As for myself, whilst I have been in Canada I have grown both in mind

end body and know that these most important years of my life hove most

certainly not been wasted; and I feel sure that 1 am speaking for the other

Abinger boys when I say that the kindness and help we have received here m
Canada have played an exceedingly important part in the development of

our characters.

Of those who are leaving Ashbury this year some will be entering the

Forces, others going to places of higher learning, but no matter what course

we may follow, we all have a great duty ahead of us. ..Ashbury has well pre-

pored us for the trials that will follow this war; the training which we hove

received both on the playing fields and in the class-rooms will help us to ploy

our part in the peace to come.

But new I must say farewell: farewell to Canada, farewell to Ashbury,

and to you, Mr. Archdale, who together with Mr. Harrison have done so much

for us in the absence of our parents.

And to end I would like to quote from one of your young Canadian poets:

"// wc wust part, let this our parting be.

Peaceful as break the clouds in sunny skies.

And let it be. before all mortal eyes,

.-is smooth as part the S7^'ells upon the sea."

SELF-GOVERNMENT IN SCHOOLS
Bclozc 7i.'c print extracts from essays on the abo7'e topic, by

different authors. He take no responsibility for the opinions ex-

pressed.

Self-government in schools is desirable because of the development of a

sense of responsibility. Whatever your station in life, you must be able to give

orders, as well as to obey, to organise as well as to be organised The prefect

system is on application of this, but the question is whether it is the maximum
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of self-government that school-boys con be given. It is not very much'; prefects

act under the orders and according to the policy of the masters. They are

chosen by the masters, and the greater mass of school-boys are left with no

voice in their fate at all.

On the other hand, too much freedom must not be given to boys. Humans
are naturally lazy, and this is especially true of boys. So the pupils in a school

do need some sort of supervision to keep the system running smoothly.

What is needed is a prefect system with further, but not complete, separa-

tion from the control of adults and some body representing the rest of the school

—some sort of students' council that could decide what policy the prefects were
to pursue; that could review complaints and suggestions and pass on the more
reasonable ones to the Headmaster; and that could serve as a nucleus round

which the various activities of the school could form—planning of societies,

excursions, etc.

Self-government in a school is a highly dangerous thing to meddle with.

It IS common knowledge that major political upheavals and revolutions always

occur in a country not when the period of suppression is at its height, but when
reforms are made. As soon as a repressed people feel the iron hand slackening

they are ready to put it off faster. The same could be true of a school, not

that the pupils are suppressed, but once they are encouraged to think of things

they think are wrong with the school, their complaints will come in far faster

than they are justified.

As an educating system, the formation of something like a students' council

in a school is highly to be commended. It teaches the pupils a number of things.

It teaches them self-expression. If the staff represented are awe-inspiring

enough, it can teach tact and diplomacy in a difficult subejct. It shows the

pupils that the organization of a school is not just writing out a set of rules and
that there is a lot of organizing to be done.

The very thought of such a system among boys is indeed a dangerous one.

If we could be sure that every boy would think and do his job such a system

would be excellent, but the average boy is inclined to think in terms of personal

friendship rather then for the betterment of the institution.

One of the characteristics of the British people, is that they stubbornly

refuse to be oppressed in any way whatsoever by an autocratic government, but

they will submit to the greatest hardships willingly, if they know that their own
representatives have approved them. Likewise in a school, boys should be given

the reasons for all the many rules, and there should be an assembly of boys to

discuss and propose them.

An important function of this assembly, would be the question period, in

which prefects and members of the staff would be asked questions concerning

seemingly pointless or unfair rules and actions, which they may have made. The

assembly would have little or no real power, but the very fact that they would

hove to answer for their deeds, and give sensible reasons for rules, before the
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whole schcx)l, and because they would have to debate on equal terms, would make
those in authority think twice before making hasty actions or introducing silly

new regulations. Thus if the questions were successfully answered, the boys

knowing the reasons for them, would keep the rules, but if not, the emborrassed

master would probably abolish them anyway.

CHAPEL ALTAR W.E.

CHAPEL NOTES

WE welcomed the Rev. A. J. Poole as Chaplain this year. Under his

guidance all chapel activities throve, while we were also able to have

classes in Religious Knowledge right through the school.

The majority of the services were taken by the Heodmaster and Mr. Poole.

Mr. Harrison and Mr. Brain also gave addresses.

After too long an interval we again heard an address by the Rev. L. H.

Nesbitt.

Elmwood, as last year, attended our Sunday Services, and added to the

tone of the singing in chapel.

Holy Communion was held at 8 20 a m on the 1 st and 3rd Sundays of each

month with a good attendance

Sermons were read by the Prefects at doily chapel. Old Testament in the

morning, and New Testament- in the evening
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We are sorry to lose the services of Hugh Huggins, who has played the

organ for us for so long. We are grateful to Mrs, Baker, who substituted for

him.

Miss Shorter continued to play for Sunday Morning services, and on

Sunday Evenings we were helped by Eliot I and Pegram in turn. A successful

innovation.

Eliot I played, with success, at the Leaving Service, while Grant I, Darby,

and Grant II sang.

The Bishop of Ottawa, Right Rev. Robert Jefferson took the Confirma-
tion service, on Ascension day, assisted by Mr. Poole, and Mr. Wright, curate
at the Cathedral. There were 16 Ashbury Candidates and 3 from Elmwood,

who had been prepared by Mr. Poole.

The confirmation class presented the chapel with a Hymn Book suitably

inscribed. Elmwood, to whom we are already indebted for the prie-dieu in the

chancel, are giving us a prayer-book to match the Hymn book.

Chapel clerks this year were Hatch and Shenstone, who both did a good

job.

We were glad to see Dr. Woollcombe, our Founder taking part in the

Leaving Service at the closing in June.

HON. H. H. DAVIS

Judge of the Supreme Court of Canada

We are very sorry to record the death of Judge Davis in July 1944. A
governor of Ashbury College since 1938, he took a keen and active interest in

the school in spite of ill-health, and was at all times available for consultation

and ready to give sound advice. His sound common-sense and high principles

made him a very valuable counsellor, and his place on the Board will be hard

to fill.

We offer our sincer sympathy to Mrs. Davis and her daughter Diana.
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SCHOOL NOTES
We vvould like to offer our most sincere thanks to His Excellency for com-

ng to speak and present the prizes at the closing We know that he is very

busy and has little time to spore and we felt greatly honoured when he accepted

our invitation

This September brought once more many changes in staff. At the end of

lost school year four masters left Mr. Boon, who went to take over a parish in

Jasper, Mr. Hincks, who went to Lower Canada College, Mr Chestnut; and

Mr. Trovers. At the beginning of this year we welcomed Dr. Renny for Senior

School mathematics and science, RSM Henry for cadet corps and defence, and

the Reverend A. J. Poole as chaplain and for general subjects. There were

fortunatel)' no changes of staff during the year.

Many of the Abinger boys have already returned to England, and the re-

mainder, together with Mr. Harrison, are leaving this summer. We all owe

thanks to Mr. Harrison for the efficient way he has handled all the details

necessary in an undertaking of this kind, and for the way he has given his time

ond labour without hesitation to every part of the school life. We know that

Abinger Hill has enjoyed its stay in Canada, but they will be very glad to return

to their homes.

In May, Ashbury College was presented by Colonel Newcombe with a photo-

graph of Major General Guy Simonds (1921 ) as he was given the D.S.O. by

General Montgomery. We felt highly honoured, and especially pleased as a

half-holiday come with the presentation. The picture now hangs in the

Dining Hall

Dunne the first two weeks of the summer term it was too wet for cricket,

so instead c new feature was introduced—compulsory running. The Senior and

AAiddle Schools hod to run nearly to the R.C.M.P. barracks and back, a distance

of three quarters of a mile each way, in twenty .minutes. This provided excel-

lent training for the cross-country race itself.

This year the upper part of the school was reorganized, and the forms were

orranged as follows

Senior School (for those doing matriculation work^ : forms Via, VIb, and

Vic (formerly Vo). Middle School: forms V (formerly Vb^ Shell, (formerly

Vc) and IV.

This summer a lot more interest in tennis was shown, and it was mode on

alternative to cricket on Wednesday afternoons. We would like to thank the

Rockcliffe Tennis Club for allowing us to use its courts.

The increase of the staff in the kitchen has made it no longer necessary

for the boys to do the dishes and set the tables, although they still do the

serving This and the cleaning of their rooms they still do with high efficiency.

The surprising lack of snow this year made the skiing qute poor, but we

were not faced with the problem of having the nnks filled with snow, and a

great deal cf hockey was played.

This year two soles were held by the Junior School for the benefit of the

Red Cross Boys from all ports of the school contributed models, books, toys.
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and other articles, and the sale of these brought substantial sums for the Red

Cross.

Major McKeand spoke to us this year on Poppy Day, and on November 1

1

nearly everybody in the school had a poppy. ..Many dollars were turned over

to the Canadian Legion. In addition St. George's Day (April 23) was marked

as a day to buy a "Rose of St. George." The proceeds, $28.38, went to the

Merchant Navy. In the Red Cross campaign the contribution of the school

was $19.89.

The costs of the plays would like to thank the Headmaster and Mrs. Arch-

dale for the excellent "feed" after the performance.

The House Dances, which were each time held in the Senior Library, were

all very successful, and a great deal of fun was had by all. We would like to

congratulate the dance committee (Pilgrim and Boutin) on the quality of the

refreshments. An account of the Formal Dance will be found elsewhere, but

were would here thank Boutin for the work he did in obtaining decorations,

notably flags, for the dance.

Thanks are due to Mrs. Arnold for the quality of the food this year, and

especially fo'' the ice cream we hod on Sundays. Congratulations, too, to the

matron on the remarkable lack of sickness this year.

Owing to the shortage of candy the shop was only open on Mondays,

Wednesdays, and Fridays this year, and purchases were restricted to one for

each boy each time. Nevertheless there were no complaints and we felt that

this was better than consuming a month's quota in a few days.

They say—and they seem to know;

That one of our lesser lights excused himself for being late one morning by

explaining that the elevator in his apartment building was stuck.

That Pilgrim is trying to maks his new moustache show by blowing cigarette

smoke through it.

Harry: Is it time to get up yet?^

Bill: No—the breakfast bell has only just gone.

That W. Eliot has been made president of the Office Moochers' Club.

That simply EVERYONE knows who started the idea of using bicycles on

those compulsory runs.

That Chapman is trying to start a Communist revolution.

That things were revealed when someone lit a flare on the Memorial Wing
steps the night of the dance.

We are grateful to Cargill Southam (1932) for sending us the framed

portrait of Mr. Churchill, which now hongs in the Library.

We are also grateful to Mrs. Beale for presenting the Library with o

number o^ books. An excellent example for others to follow.

The Matriculation results in June 1944 ore very satisfactory, particularly

in the Upper School, where the percentage of passes was 88%, 1st Class Hon-

ours were got by 33^^ and 70% got Honours.
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In the Middle School the percentoges were not so high, but 13% passed,

^5% getting honours.

We hod two lectures by Mr J M Humphrey this year The first in

November and the second in February. As always Mr. Humphrey had very

fine slides and gave us a good idea of other parts of Canada.

There was a larger entry for the Public Speaking Prizes this year, and

the standard m the opinion of the Judges was remarkably high It was in-

teresting to find that in many cases the unprepared speeches were better

than those prepared We hope for on even larger entry next year. For the

benefit of those concerned, some faults which could be eliminated were, bad

delivery, repetition, and not enough substance in the material

VIEW FROM N.W NB.

JUNE CLOSING

THE Closing took place on Friday, June 16th, end we were honoured with

the presence of His Excellency the Governor General who presented the

prizes

The following account of the proceedings is taken from The Ottawa

Citizen

:

Education is not entirely an affair of classrooms and examinations. There

are still toe many people who look upon a school as merely a factory for pro-

ducing successful examination results," N M. Archdale, headmaster, declared

at the Ashbury College closing exercises yesterday afternoon.

Stating that he intended "to inflict upon you some of my views which have

been threatening to burst forth for some time," Mr Archdale told the parents

and friends of Ashbury students as well as the boys themselves that a school

can, and should, provide much more.

"It can train a pupil to use his or her mind properly, to apply the knowledge

previously gained, to use judgment, to develop good taste and appreciation of

the works 0* great thinkers and artists, to take a pride in a piece of work well
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done for its own sake In the general life of the school there are many

opportunities for education in the widest sense of the word," stated the head-

master.

Importance of Responsibility.

Stressing the importance of giving a boy responsibility early in life, Mr.

Archda-le cited cases inside Ashbury where, for reasons of shortage of staff, for

instance, beys hove accepted and used well the responsibility and authority

placed in them by the staff and by the boys themselves.

Mr. Archdole told the assembly that in these days, and in the difficult days

which will follow the war, it is imperative that the boys of today, the citizens of

tomorrow, know how to handle themselves and their fellow beings, how to lead

and how to.be led, and that every boy must be disciplined—but it should come

from below, he added. It is his belief that where punishment is necessary the

punishment should fit the crime, and that the initiative should be developed by

decentralization. As an example of the latter, he said that this year a school

council was inaugurated, the responsibility and authority of which will grow

steadily.

"With these ideas in mind I have tried to run this school accordingly, and

if we can secure or keep the necessary staff we should be able to produce a

stream of educated, well trained young men, ready and willing to play an active

part in a reclly democratic world. They will be ready to lead or to follow, but

not, please God, to follow blindly. That way lies Fascism and we will have failed.

Let us se to it, parents, staff, board and all, that we do not foil."

Mr. Archdole gave a brief but comprehensive report of the year's work.

Stating that the school was carried on under certain difficulties. Mr. Archdole

announced that the senior matriculation results lost June were "not at all bad",

and that he was confident this year's results would be even better. Referring to

sports at Ashbury during this term, he said it was "a lean year," but expressed

satisfaction v^ith the caliber of the sportsmanship and co-operation in every

sport.

Dramatic Moment.

A dramatic and poignant moment was reached in the proceeding when G.

J. K. Harrison, headmaster of Abinger Hill School, said a formal farewell to

Ashbury on behalf of his school.

For four years this English school has been a part of Ashbury. The two

schools hove co-operated and merged to such on extent that it was on Abinger

Hill boy who became head boy at Ashbury this year. This some boy, Lewin-

Chapman, yesterday won the coveted Nelson Shield, awarded annually to the

boy who displays the keenest sense of duty.

As Mr. Harrison rose to speak the hall resounded with deafening applause

and stamping—convincing testmony to the popularity which he and his school

hove enjoyed at Ashbury during their sojourn there. Mr. Harrison expressed

deep regret that Abinger Hill School and Ashbury ore to port, and extended his

gratefulness to Ashbury for all it has done for them in the post four years. As
Mr. Archdole said, "With the departure of the Abinger Hill School boys and Mr.

Harrison and experiment has been successfully completed."
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His Excellency the Earl of Athlone was guest of honor ot the closing exer-

cises Having recently attended school closings at various points across Canada,

including Regina and Port Hope, .where he was present at the Trinity College

School closing exercises, he told Ashbunons that in one respect they have all

other Canadian schools beaten it is only five minutes walk from his home,

Governmen*- House, to Ashbury

Governor General's Advice.

In a mere serious vein, he toici rhe boys that leisure does not mean doing

nothing- the essence of leisure is freedom from compulsion." Suggesting that

every boy should have a hobby, he specified that a hobby should be self-con-

tained. Stating that the best use of spare time has always been a matter of

study and interest by the greatest men in history, His Excellency told the boys

that it IS essential to get in the hcbit at on early age of making good use of

leisure time.

Finally, His Excellency said, "You are living now at one of the turning points

of history. Ten days ago, as you know, our forces, Canadian, British and

American, landed on the north coast of France, but the battle has only begun.

During the holidays it will probably develop in intensity and range far bevond

what we con now imagine. Now that is your battle It is being fought by your

soldiers, sailors and airmen, and it is being fought for you. I want to urge you,

therefore, to follow it very closely from day to day. Read the best newspapers

and ask questions about it. Learn all there is to be known for It is a constantly

unfolding story illuminated by great deeds of heroism. From these deeds you

will learn much on which to pattern the rest of your own lives.

"Take the full measure of them and play your part in the future in seeing

that Canada is worthy of the great sacrifices that are now being made on her

Valedictory Address.

As IS the custom, the head boy, Llewm Chapman, gave the valedictory ad-

dress. He stated that in Ashbury the Abinger Hill school boys have found many

things similar to those "at home." He thanked the headmaster, the staff, and

the pupils of Ashbury for their hospitality and friendship, and stated, "I now

know that these most Important years have not been wasted."

Rev. Dr. G. P Woollcombe, who founded Ashbury College nearly 54 years

ago, was present at the closing. Col. E. F. Newcombe, in paying tribute to Dr.

Woollcombe, stated that without his foresight and inspiration Ashbury College

might never have existed

"He has always stressed courage, self reliance, honesty and bravery as

being essential qualities In every boy or man," said Col. Newcombe of Ashbury's

founder.

Col. Newcombe, member of the Board of Governors of Ashbury, was chair-

man of the exercises. On behalf of the Governors, he thanked Mr. Archdale

and the staff at Ashbury for their efforts during the year.

Seated on the platform were His Excellency the Governor General, Sir

Shuldhom Redfern, Major Mark Clayton, ADC, H. S. Southom, Brig Gen C H.

Maclaren, Jijdge J. D. Hyndmon, Norman F. Wilson, Shirley Woods, Rev. Dr.

G. P. Woollcombe, Mr. Archdale and Mr. Harrison
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Impressive Service.

Prior to the actual exercises a brief but impressive service was held in the

school chapel. While those in attendance stood at attention with heads bowed,

Mr. Archdale read the names of those former Ashburians who have given their

lives in the service of their country during this conflict. The list of names has

grown appreciably during the past year.

His Excellency the Governor General presented the prizes. In the academic

field David Hooper, eldest son of Dr. and Mrs. George Hooper was outstanding.

He was the winner of the Governor General's Medal for the highest academic

standing in the school, as well as the Southam Cup for the finest combined

record in sports and in academic standing. He was also the recipient of several

other awards Much to the delight of the large audience, Sir Shuldham Redfern

stepped forward and received a prize on behalf of his small son for a fine

academic record in one of the junior forms. Connaught House was awarded the

house trophy, while the Wilson prizes for batting and bowling were won by

Richardson end Read respectively.

Graduate in Uniform.

PO. Hugh MacDonald, an Ashbury graduate of two years ago, won the Old

Boys' race at the field day which preceded the closing. When he stepped for-

ward to receive his prize yesterday afternoon loud and enthusiastic applause

rose on every side. He is at present home on leave.

Other prizes awarded included:

Angus prize (French) Hooper I; Read prize (Latin) Hooper; Woods prize

(junor award of merit) Plowden; award of merit (Hunter) Creelman.

Public speaking: Senior, Boutin; Middle, Holmes; Junior, Plowden; Barker

prize (merit) Bogart; Fleming Cup, Sablin; Stanley-Wright Cup, Daniels!;

Aylwin, Letson 1 1.

Cross country; Ker, Pilgrim; Irvine, Castle; Junior, Grove II; under 11

Carstoirs.

Shooting: Willis-O'Connor Cup (over 16) Chapman; Scott Cup (15-16)

Macnabb III; Cox Cup (under 15) Hill; Humphrey Cup (Junior School) Macon-
ochie; under 12 prize Archdale.

Boxing: Fauquier, senior heavy-weight, Sablin; Fauquier, senior lightweight,

Daniels I; Evans, inter-heavyweight, Thomas; Ker inter-middleweight, Burder I;

Edwards, inter-lightweight, Daniels II; Potisson, junior heavyweight, Kenny;

Chester-Master, junior lightweight. Grant II; nngcraft, Burder I.

Awards of merit by forms:

VIA— Hooper I.

VI B—Matthews, Shenstone.

VIC—Daniels I, Daniels II, Hooper II.

V—Arlen, Castle, DaCosta, Goult, Pettigrew.

Shell—Kenny, Hampson.

Ill—Plowden, Redfern, Johnstone, Hummel.

II—MacCordick.

lA—Mansur, Creelman.

IB Bogart, Gilbert, Shepherd, Judd II.
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Top: Murals and Posters.

Centre: Samples of Soap

Carving.

Bottom Right More

Murals and some Lino-

cuts.

Bottom Left: Examples of

cut-out toys in wood.

VIEW OF SECTIONS OF THE ART WORK ON SHOW AT THE
CLOSING. PHOTOS BY DAVID HOOPER.
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SPORTS DAY

WE were once again lucky in the weather on Sports Day. Held as usual,

in the morning of the Closing, the races were run off in fine but not

too hot weather. A change in the order of events was that the High

Jump and One Mile Open were held the day before, in addition to Throwing
the cricket ball. This meant less crowding of events on Sports Day proper, al-

though it meant this year, that many people missed seeing a wonderful finish

in the Mile Race, won by Pilgrim in the good time of 4 m. 48 4/5 sees. R. Sablin

win the Senior Championship and the Fleming Cup; Daniels I the Inter-

mediate, Stanley-Wright Cup and Leston II the Junior Aylwin Cup. The results:

Senior

100 ya-ds— 1, Sablin; 2, Smith I; 3, Richardson. Time 10.8 sec.

220 yards— 1, Sablin; 2, Richardson; 3, Smith I. Time 26.8 sec.

440 yards—
1 , Sablin; 2 Pilgrim; 3, Richardson. Time 1 .03.

880 yards— 1, Pilgrim, 2, Hurtley; 3, Hatch. .Time 2.18.8.

High jump— 1, Richardson; 2, Sablin; 3, Smith I. _ Height 5'
1
AV".

Long jump— 1, Sablin; 2, Chapman; 3, Smith I. Distance 16' 9".

120 yards, hurdles— 1, Sablin; 2, Richardson; 3 Smith I. Time 17.8 sec.

Obstacle race— 1, Bulpit; 2, Hooper; 3, Chapman. Time 7.26.2.

Cricket ball throwing— 1, Pilgrim; 2, Chapman, 3, Read. Distance 233' 6".

Intermediate

100 yards- 1, Daniels I; 2, Paterson; 3, Gault. Tme 10.2 sec.

220 yards— 1, Letson; 2, Paterson; 3, Nesbitt. Time 31.6.

440 yards— 1, Danielsl; 2, Schroeder; 3, Castle. Time 1.06.

High jump— 1, Schroeder; 2, Hamilton; 3, Fair, Height 4' 5".

Long jump- 1, Schroeder; 2, Danielsl; 3, Hamilton. Distance 16' 11".

Obstacle race— 1, Daniels II; 2, Kenny; 3, Howes. Time 1.31.8.

120 yards, hurdles— 1, Daniels I; 2, Schroeder; 3, Gault. Time 17.8 sec.

Cricket ball throwing— 1, Gault; 2, Hamilton; 3, Daniels I. Distance 21 9' 8".

Junior

1 00 yards— 1, Letson II; 2, Paterson; 3, Grant I. Time 1 1.4 sec,

220 yards— 1, Letson II; 2, Paterson; 3, Nesbitt. Time 31.6 sec.

High jump— 1, Nesbitt; 2, Warburton; 3, Letson II. Height 4' 4".

Long jump— 1, Letson II; 2, Paterson; 3, Nesbitt. Distance 14' 1".

Obstacle race (B class)— 1, Grant II, 2, Pettet; 3, H. Smith. Time 1.47.6.

80 yards, hurdles— 1, Letson II; 2, Patterson; 3, Grant I. Time 14 sec.

Cricket ball throwing— 1, Letson II; 2, Paterson, 3, Hampson. Distance 136'.

Under 12

75 yards— 1, Grant II; 2, Owen; 3, Johnstone. Time 1 1.4 sec.

80 yards, hurdles— 1, Grant II; 2, Johnstone, 3, Chisholm. Time 16.4 sec.

Obstacle race— 1, Grant II; 2, Pettet; 3, Mansur. Time 37.8 sec.

50 yards—Under 10—1, Mansur; 2, Creelman, 3, Wettlaufer. Time 8.6 sec.

One m'le—Open— 1, Pilgrim; 2 Sablin, 3, Richardson. Time 4.48.8.

Old Boys' Race— 1, H. MacDonald; 2, J. Crabbe; 3, R, C. R. Lawrence.

Inter-House Tug-of-war— 1, Woollcombe. Relay race 1, Woollcombe.
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CADET CORPS
QUITE a number of cliunyr^ nu\c d-'m muijc m the Corps this year, both

in organization and training in order to conform with the new R.C AC.
programme

SMI. iW O 1 ) C M Henry took over the Corps at the start of the year,

and work on the new syllabus of training was begun immediately with a view to

giving the cadets an opportunity to qualify for their badge as 3rd Class cadets

As this was the first year of the new qualifying system, authority was ob-

tained to grade cadets already in the Corps on their length of service and

officers and senior N.C.O's. were awarded three chevrons, cadets with more

than one year's service received two chevrons and under one year were given one

chevron. From now on, however, cadets ore required to qualify for their chevrons

and, with the exception of First Aid, all examinations for qualifying for thp ripxt

chevron hove been held

The Corps started the year as a company with a strength of about 78 mem-

bers. It WC5 organized as a Headquarters platoon with a signal section and a

first aid section, and two rifle platoons. C/Ma)or E. Pilgrim was Commanding

Officer, with C/Copt. H. Bulpit as second in command.

During the Easter term, however, it was decided to re-organize the Corps

on a battalion basis and to bring into the Corps the company from the junior

cadet corps. It was felt that this move would increase interest in the work

generally, and this proved to be the fact.

The Corps, as re-orgonized, now consisted of battalion H Q ,
and two com-

panies, of tv/o platoons each At the some time there was a general step in

rank, C/Mojor Pilgrim going to C/Lieut. -Colonel and C/Copt Bulpit being

promoted to C/Mojor. C/Lieutenants D. Hooper and P. Harbin were promoted

to C/Maic and appointed company commanders, with other necessary promo-

tions being mode at the same time.

A qualifying course for existing and potential N.C Os was run during the

Easter term covering drill, some map reading and field work It is hoped to

establish this course as a permanent part of the Corps work, and to extend its

scope. Results were very encouraging, a big proportion of the class passing.

A course in semaphore signalling was also run during the year. Here again,

results were very good, about %';;j of the Corps passing the examinations held

by the District Signalling officer, Capt. H. Bonner. Morse buzzer classes were

run as part of the Defence Training programme and all the candidates passed

A considerable amount of new equipment, including Coue rifles and Swift

Training rifles, was received from N D H Q during the year which helped con-

siderably in the training of the Corps

A very considerable amount of range work was corned out during the

year In addition to firing the annual range course, cadets abc fired m the
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D.C.R.A. Winter Competition, the R.M.C. Inter-School Competition and the

youth of the Empire Competition. Whilst results ore not outstanding, quite a

lot of improvement has been shown and it is confidently expected that next year

the work put in on the range this year will show good results.

The District Cadet officers' annual inspection was held in the middle of

May and went off very well. In addition to the ceremonial drill, all phases of the

work covered during the year were shown, and as a wind-up the Corps did a

tactical scheme consisting of a company in Advance Guard and Attack. As a

result of the good work at the inspection, the Corps was successful in winning

the Sherwood Cup, emblematic of the most efficient Corps in the Ottawa

District.

On the 29th June a party of 20 cadets left to attend the, District Cadet

Camp at Connaught Ranges. It had been hoped that there would be a much

larger party for this but owing to unforeseen circumstances, several hod to drop

out. A very comprehensive syllabus of work had been arranged, including firing

with the new .303 S.M.L.E. No. 4, a three inch mortar course and a very in-

structive demonstration of the firing of the 6" anti-tank gun.

The camp closed on the 8th July, and concluded a very successful year's

work.

CADETS INSPECTED
V/e are indebted to Pa)iorai)ia for the following:

ON Thursday the eighteenth of May, the annual inspection of our Cadet

Corps was held at the school. The Battalion fell in at 13.30 hrs. (in

English, half past one in the afternoon). Led by the Pipe Band of the

Cameron Highlanders we were brought up into review order, where the General

Salute for Captain Holmes was given at 14;00 hours (2 p.m.). Then followed

the inspection of the Battalion by Captain Holmes, Lieutenant-Colonel Hogan,

33rd Reserve Brigade; Lieutenant-Colonel Hannaford, O.C, G.G.F.G.; Captain

Riley, Captain Craig, and the Headmaster. The inspection having been carried

out, the Battalion marched past in column of platoons and column of route.

Bringing the ceremonial to a close was the advance m review order and the

General Salute, which was received by Captain Holmes. Our own Bugle Band

played for this.

Company drill, platoon drill and section drill were smartly carried out, fol-

lowed by two squads giving a demonstration of small arms drill. The "five ring

circus" which came next gave a wonderful display of the various phases of

Cadet training in the following:—aiming instruction, firing instruction with the

Swift training rifle, respirator drill, knots and lashings, and map reading. While

the Battalion removed their jackets for Physical Training the concealment squad

left to take up their positons, and at the same time the juniors in their whites

put on a fine display of platoon drill. After the mass Physical Training, the

Battalion fo'med up into a Company for the mock attack. While they were

forming the spectators were requested to move out into the road to see if they

could spot any of the concealed enemy. Then the attack commenced. While
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Colour Party from Ashbury Coaet Corps, selected to aispia> the new

flag of the Royal Canadian Army Cadets.
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Number One and Number Two Platoons took up firing positions on the common.
Number Th^ee made a flanking move and overran the enemy, who were en-

trenched beside the Public School, from the rear. Blank ammunition added much
to the reality of the attack, while the "casualties" were efficiently handled by

the First Aid Section.

Cease i^ire sounded and the Battalion formed up on the road. Led by

Lieutenant-Colonel Pilgrim, the Battalion formed square in preparation for the

inspection officer's address. Captain Holmes paid tribute to the steadiness or>

parade and discipline. The Corps, he said, ranks with the best in the district.

Lieutenant Price of Number Two Platoon received the trophy presented annually

to the best platoon on parade at the Inspection. It is a noteworthy point that

in 1921 the cup was won by Mojor-General G. Simonds. A half-holiday, in con-

sideration of the good performance of the Corps, was asked for and granted,

much to the pleasure of the troops.

We cannot resist quoting the following from the account in the press:

"Addressing the cadets. Captain Holmes paid tribute to their steadiness on-

parade and general discipline. "The Corps", he said, "ranks with the best in

the district" also "climaxing a series of ceremonial and drill displays, cadets of

Ashbury College went into action at Rockcliffe Park yesterday afternoon, out-

manoeuvered the enemy, captured a party of camouflaged advanced scouts,

and finally overran the enemy position by a skillful flanking move to secure o
complete victory. It was a most realistic bit of battle action, and the crack of

rifles and bren guns added to the realism as the tactical scheme was carried

out."

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS CLUB
DURING the first term, one meeting was held at which Lewin Chapman

was elected President, Ray Boutin Vice-President, and Wm. Eliot secre-

tary The Headmaster presided and after the elections spoke on the

aims of the Club. During the winter term, another meeting was held at which

M. Boissevin, the charge d'affaires of the Netherlands, spake on the general

state of China and told us of some of his experiences in the Far East. The last

meeting of the year was held during the summer term at which Mr. Hearne,

The High Commissioner of Eire in Canada, spoke. He spoke on the subject of

The Patrimony .of English Literature. At all the meetings there were about
twenty present.

There are a few suggestions to be mode. Firstly that the system of voting

for the officers be changed and simplified. Secondly that meetings be held

similar to those of the debating society except that there be no main speakers.

Lastly that more interest be shown towards this club, particularly by day-boys.

There is a lot of work that any member of the club can do in the Library where
all the books need to be catalogued and arranged.

In general, the work of the club this year was satisfactory but it only

represents o very small portion of the school, rather than the senior and middle

schools.
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THE PLAYS
QUEER STREET

Produced by A. B. Belcher

Bill Hart P. Hatch
Liza Hart J , Northcott

Edith Hart p. Archdale

Albert Smith W. Eliot

J oe Sma rt B . Ha rben

Detective S. Pegram

THE HOUSEMASTER
Mr. Donkin L. Chapman
Mr. Hastings M. Shenstone

Mr. Ovington D. Hooper
Mr. Beamish R. Sablin

Mr. de Pourville R. Boutin

Barbara Fane A. Woodward
Rosemary Fanngdon J. Atherton

Chris Fanngdon P. Warburton
"Button" Faringdon A. Price

"Bimbo" Faringdon J . Spencer

"Flossie" Nightingale T. Winser

Sir Berkeley Nightingale W. Nelles

Matron J . Lennard

Trovers D. Ma tthews

James E. Pilgrim

Crump T. Kenny

Produced by N. M. Archdale Stage Managers—H. Bulpit and H. Price

ON the night of Saturday, March 1 1, the school presented its annual p'ays

at the Technical School Auditorium before an appreciative audience of

nearly 600 people. The performance was honoured by the presence of

Their Excellencies the Governor General and the Princess Alice, who afterwards

went backstage to meet the players who had made the evening such a success.

Departing fromi its usual custom of presenting three short pieces, the school

this year put on two comedies

—

a one-act play and a shortened version of a

full length one.

The first play presented was J. A. Kelley's Queer Street, which was pro-

duced by Mr. Belcher. It is the story of a "respectable burglar" whose daughter

gets engaged to a policeman, and of the complications which ensue when the

policeman enters his home. The role of Bill Hart, the burglar, was con-

vincingly handled by Hatch, whose only fault lay in rather hurrying his lines.

Northcott gave a finished performance as Liza Hart, Bill's wife; his voice and

diction were the best of the cast. Pat Archdale, the only female member of

either cast, was charming as Edith Hart, the burglar's love-sick daughter. The
part of her fiance, Albert Smith, was played by Eliot I, who gave a creditable

performance in a rather thankless part, but was inclined to overact. The

character role of Joe Smart, Hart's bungling and slow-witted assistant, was
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played with skill by Harben II, and the confusion coused by his entronce

provided the greatest comedy of the play. Pegrom as the detective recited his

lines, but in his part this was just what was required Although some of the

dialogue could not be heard the audience were laughing almost continuously.

The mojor part of the evening's entertainment was Ion Hay's The House-

master, also known as Bachelor Born. The difficulties of producing a light and
subtle comedy of this type were well overcome, and in spite of the limited

rehearsal time and the strain placed on the actors by the length of their parts

the ploy went off extremely well. It is the story of a housemaster of an English

public school who has his privacy altogether shattered by the sudden arrival

of an old friend and her three young nieces, who proceed to get themselves and

their friends into all kinds of adventures—and misadventures.

The difficult and long part of Charles Donkin, the housemaster, was plcyecl

with exceptional ability and understanding by Chapman. No one better could

hove been chosen for the part, and much credit is due to him for the hard

work he did. Shenstone as Hastings, the witty and sarcastic maths master,

gave a first-class performance. The thankless part of the Reverend Edmund

Ovington, the school's conceited and narrow-minded headmaster, was played by

Hooper, who managed to be extremely funny. Sablin played Beamish, Mr.

Donkin's sporty young assistant, very well, and Boutin, showed much feeling

as de Pourville, the music teacher. Woodward as Barbara Fane, Donkin's old

friend, Atherton as Rosemary, and Warburton I as Chris, all overcame well

the difficulties of their feminine parts, but Price II as "Button" stole the show;

many of the audience wanted to know who "that little girl" was. Spencer as

"Bimbo Button's twin brother was the perfect schoolboy, while Winser as

"Flossie" Nightingale gave a good performance as an older boy. The man-

nerisms of Nelles as Sir Berkeley Nightingale, the astute and slightly pompous

politician, were both convincing and funny.

Mr. Archdale is to be congratulated on the excellent job he did in casting

both plays, and both he and Mr. Belcher should be thanked for their good work

in producing the plays. We would also like to thank Miss Gordon and Dr.

Renny for making up the actors; our stage managers, Bulpit and Price, and

also Tony Lee, who very kindly came down and helped us; and our ushers, who

did such an efficient job.

The general opinion was that this was a very entertaining and successful

evening. We were able to turn over $240 dollars to the Red Cross.

SCHOOL PARLIAMENT
AFTER some false starts a long cherished dream of the Headmasters' really

began this year. A representative body, at present called School Parlia-

ment in default of a better name was elected. It consists of the Prefects,

one elected monitor and a representative from each form in the Middle and

Upper Schools The Headmaster, at present takes the chair. It is hoped that

from being as it is now, an advisory body, and a sounding-board of school

opinion, the School Parliament will take unto itself more responsibilities as

time goes on. It is intended too that the Junior School should have a similar

body to represent them.
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THE SCHOOL DANCE
THE 1944 School Formal Dance was held in the gymnasium on Fridoy

the nineteenth of May. We could enlarge upon this subject almost

indefinitely—we could mention the mad rush to get the lights and

decorations placed in time, the excited and collar-strangled boys pacing the

floor below the ladies' dressing room, and Mr. Saunders' indomitable orchestra.

We could tell how all the events planned for months past slipped by in seconds;

about the refreshments so welcome to the dancers; about the ingeniously-made

bandstands; about the kindness of those friends and diplomats who coura-

geously dared to lend their flags for the decoration of the front hall. And

we could dwell at length upon the gaiety of the scene on the dance floor—the

bright-coloured array of the long evening dresses contrasted with the more

conservative blues and blacks of the boys.

Instead we will merely say how much we, the boys of Ashbury, enjoyed the

dance, and how sincerely we hope that our guests—among whom were several

members of the staff, many Old Boys, representatives from Lisgar and St.

Pat's, and of course the ladies—enjoyed it as much.

One of the charming girls who came wrote graciously about the dance;

"For a month before the nineteenth there was "something in the air."

Something that started with a murmur of "are you going^" and ended in a

feverish pitch of day-long discussions of new dresses, hair-do's and long

fingernails. All this shows that a boy knows nothing of a dance, for he

merely collects the finished product of weeks' work, and dances. How
horribly dull! From a female point of view it was the piece de resistance of

the spring. You could see this in the faces of all those gathered in the

the Infirmary as they shrieked with joy over each others' dresses and talked

in voices that sounded as if they were competing for highness.

The gym was barely distinguishable through United Nations' flags and

a ceiling of Ashbury-coloured streamers, and on entering one got the feeling

that it felt as happy as the couples gliding across the floor. After an hour

or so the orchestra received reinforcements amidst cheers of approval, and

the dance went en at a renewed pitch, until a crocodile-like conga line led

out from, the gym to the school for refreshments. These were as good as

ever and were met with the usual ravenous approval. After eating the time

seemed but five minutes and then before anyone knew it the strains of

"God Save the King" sounded, and all came to attention with faces that

were a mixture of sadness and happiness. Sadness because it was over, but

who could be entirely sad after such a wonderful evening^ I wonder if

anyone left without the thought 'I wish I could come back to the Ashbury

formal every year as long as I live.'
"

The Dance Committee would like to extend their sincere thanks for the

hard work done by all the boys concerned with the dance. And we must thank

even more the Dance Committee itself, Boutin and Pilgrim, for their skilful

planning and painstaking efforts. It was the leadership of this Committee

and the cooperative spirit shown by the boys that contributed so much to

making the dance the great success that it was. M.S. VIb.
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THE LIBRARY

THE Library has had an immensely successful year and has really got

somewhere, it thinks, The Library must be taken as meaning a body of

boys headed by the writer of this article who is a master and the chief

Librarian.

The Library has been thought to be remarkably unscrupulous by various

members of the School, who hove been inclined to suspect that the money

paid by them in fines for the late return of books has been later consumed in

the purchase of coco cola and other drinks and fruit coke for the Library feast

ot the end of the term.

This information is not however correct, though we are proud to say that

the collection of fines has been remarkably ruthless and successful and has

resulted in boys being very much more careful about the books than they

were twelve months ago. The writer is also proud to soy that the boys who have

assisted him as librarians this year have been conscientous and efficient.

We started off in September by extracting a grant of $50.00 from the

Headmaster which gave great pleasure and this action on the Headmaster's

part has done much towards the success of the year as it inspired a great

deal of enthusiasm. Books were bought in two instalments and the bookshelf

doors were as far as possible locked so that books could not be extracted at

any time by the less scrupulous members of the school. In addition owing to

the return of a number of English boys to their homes across the sea, the

Library has inherited a great number of books in almost new condition which

have been willed to it by those departing boys. There ore books for boys of all

ages.

In the spring term alone there were more than 140 entries in the books

out book and this represents a very big increase in the reading over recent

years. One cannot say that more boys are reading more but at all events they

are patronising the Library and not relying on what books they may happen to

own themselves, or borrow from other people.

There will always be a good deal of trouble with the books as long as

is is not possible to lock ALL the books up. This might seem a trifling task

and you may be wondering why it has not been done long ago. The fact is

that certain of the shelves are so mode with sliding doors that it is very

difficult if not impossible in war time to find any lock of the right kind to

deal with them. Consequently we still find books all over the school that have

somehow found their way out of the shelves without being noticed, but on the

whole the members of the school are very helpful and conscientious about

bringing them bock when they find them, and we are duly grateful.

For the purposes of the record the Library has been open at the following

times at break (11.15^ every day and at 8.30 p.m. every day, Monday to

Friday inclusive. After chapel on Sunday morning for fifteen minutes There

has been no opening on Saturday. The boys who have acted as assistant

Librarians during the year ore as follows.

Atherton, Birchwood, Eliot 2, Lighthall, Matthews, Nelles, Plowden, Wmser.

GJKH.
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OUR FOUNDER

Dr. Woollcombe who still takes a keen interest in the school whicf

he started 53 years ago.
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DEBATING SOCIETY

THE first meeting ur tnc ::>ulik:v, !uuk place un _,'th Uctober at '6 p.m.

when L. Chapman was elected President and R. Boutin Vice-President.

Mr. Harrison at his own suggestion agreed to act as Secretary.

The meeting was largely attended by the members of those forms qualified

to attend, and adjourned at 8.55 p.m.

The Second meeting of the Society took place at 8 pm. in the Library

when P. Harben moved that "in the opinion of this House tj be born poor

develops a better character than to be born rich." J. C. Macnabb opposed.

The Hon Mover, drawing both personal and national examples from those

of Abraham Lincoln and ancient Rome, emphasied the importance to character

of having to sweat and fight for the advantages of life otherwise denied; when
Rome was poor she had the character to create a great empire; when she grew

rich she grew lazy, dependent on mercenaries and slaves, and these things led

inevitably to her decadence and final collapse.

A boy born to wealth is padded and shielded from the hard things of life

and as he has no need of a strong character, he will not develop one.

He admitted the advantages of a formal education in the building of

character, but would not admit that a rich background gave a boy a better

chance to take advantage of such an education than a comparatively poor one.

Those who are born poor may sink even lower, he said, but it is equally true

that those who are born rich waste their lives: 'in fact,' said the Hon Mover, 'to

those who say that there are more poor vagrants than rich wasters, I will reply

that there ore a great many more poor people than rich ones.' This was a

good speech and confidently delivered.

The Hon Opposer supposed that nearly all his audience would ultimately

be at IcGi! rnoderately successful in life: in imagination therefore we were

rapidly whirled to a school in Hull, Quebec: the members of the Debating

society there, he said, had less chance of becoming successful. Why? Poverty.

The jobs that awaited the poor were monotonous, in which the spirit was

held down and hope smothered. The Hon. Opposer knew what he was talking

obout because he hod worked in a job all summer in a factory. He was

amazed, he said, by the simple-mmdednes of his fellow workers' their minds

were at 5th form level : and don't suppose, he added, that these pieople led

exemplary lives. Not a bit of it. Two of his acquaintances there had deserted

their wives and many did not appear on the morning after the night before,

which seemed to happen often The rich man has character which he has

bad the chance to build up in a good school: the rich hove so much character

in fact that the Hon Opposer was able confidently to attribute the foil of

France in 1940 to the French revolution in 1789 when all those with money

(and therefore character' were so unfortunately destroyed

The only Free French leader of any consequence is De Gaulle, an aristocrat.

And then what about Churchill and Roosevelt^ Both rich men Consider, said

the Hon Opposer, how exceedingly lucky you ore not to have been born in the

slums.
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The President then rose to encourage the House which might have been

in some danger of sitting without a world for some time. He did not care for

the quoting of the names of outstanding men who had influenced the world as

there were exceptions to every rule^ and the arguments were inclined to be

dangerous: but he did feel that the people that you might have to consort

with in the circumstances of poverty had a good chance of leading you to

some Corrective Institution. This would not be true in Russia of course but in

England and the North American continent money still counted for a lot.

(opposed)

Mr. Walsh, whom we were very glad to welcome as a visitor, proclaimed

himself on the side of the opposition. The world is not normal. The world has

forgotten the ethics of Christianity and until it returns to them it cannot be so:

under the circumstances of the present day, therefore, however undesirable it

might be, the advantages are heavily on the side of the rich,

"chill penury repress'd their noble rage

and froze the genial current of the soul"

Great wealth, he concluded, imposes great obligations, but the lack of wealth

imposes great handicaps, (opposed)

PEGRAM would have none of the idea that people in factories are without

hope. This was a nonsensical statement and the world is full of examples of

men who have risen through the various stages of large business to come out

at the top as President, (supported)

HATCH told us he had two points to make and that they concerned respect

for poverty and respect for authority. In the case of the former it was obvious

that if you were born poor you had fewer things to waste and took more care

not only of your own things, but of other peoples: in the case of the latter he

felt that the earlier-than-school stages in the case of the rich had been over-

looked: there you have the curse of the Nanny who has no respect for honesty

and truth and doesn't teach such things to her charges who grow up with little

respect for their parents whom they seldom see anyway. (A truly gloomy

picture) (supported)

ELIOT 1 asked members what they thought the object of their existence

was? Are we brought into the world to make a name for ourselves, and to get

to the top of the tree?' Is not the emphasis on character? He left us with

the feeling that the people that he liked were those who hod to make a fight

of it and so presumably he supported.

THE SECRETARY expressed surprise that there should be such a dismal

view of the effects of youthful poverty on this continent and in this land of

opportunity, AND in this the "century of the common man". He asked members

too keep in mind that the words of the motion must not be thought to refer only

to grinding poverty of the most extreme type but to an absence of riches.

Since he hod been so recently shocked by the effects of wealth and all the

concomitants of wealth on the persons of De Morigny and Lonergan, he felt

he must support the motion.

BIRCHWOOD brought us back again to that school in Hull: he would

have none of the contention that its pupils would not be successful. In com-
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parison with what they set out to be, he said, they will be )ust as successful.

One must take the average man in any cose for the ambitious man will win

whatever the circu.nstances are, even if the handicap is wealth (Supported)

He took exception to some remarks made by Hatch also, and upon his

being ^entprj Hatch rose by the President's permission to defend himself briefly.

HCLMES felt that travelling develops character and that is something you

can never do without money he appeared to think that the character of the

poor was pretty deplorable, too, because as soon as they get any money, he

said, they spend it on such foolish things (opposed)

PRICE 2 on the other hand felt that the poor have a great chance for

there is bomething about being poor that makes you industrious and willing to

sacrifice a great deal. He quoted several instances of poor men in the XlXth
century who had contributed to the progress of the world. (Supported)

WHITWORTH said that rich people are snobbish and think they know
more than they really do the poor are not like this as they hove a better

chance of becoming something than pretending to be something, (supported)

BOUTIN, forgetting to address the chair, said that man's character was

developed from his environment. We are sorry to report that this speech was

read.

As the time was advancing the President then declared the debate closed

and called upon the Hon Opposer for his reply.

THE HON. OPPOSER laughed at the idea that a lot of poor people reached

the top. Tho«^e who did, only did by underhand means anyhow, and by grinding

the faces of the other poor. And as for snobbishness, if any people ore snobs,

the poor ere Taking us back into that factory again the Hon. Opposer

closed a very amusing speech by explaining the difference between divorce and

desertion

The HON. MOVER replied briefly but confidently and upon a vote being

taken there were in favour of the motion 18

against the motion 9

neutral 1

The President expressed pleasure at the attendance of two visitors, ilie

Headmaster and Mr Walsh, and a successful first debate of the season ended.

The Third meeting of the Society took place at 8 p.m. in the Library when

W. Eliot moved that this House prefers to listen to Classical Music rather than

Swing R V Sab! in opposed.

The HON. MOVER gave us a speech which was rich in musical erudition

and his knowledge of classical composers and their life histories ts obviously

very considerable, but much of the sub)ect matter of his words was away from

the subject of the motion.

Originally, he said, music was on expression of the feelings of a person's

mind. He cited Chopin's Funeral March, Sullivan's Lost Chord, and Beet-

hoven's 5th Symphony as instances where the composer had exactly matched

his music to the feeling he intended to convey. Now, music had degenerated

into beinq |ust a string of notes In modern music there is no harmony, no

counterpoint If all modern music could be put together it would not add up
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to the value of one good classical piece. No violins are used, and too many
wind instruments; and what's more the harsher they are sounded the more
enthusiastically they are received.

The HON. OPPOSER claimed that the greater variety of swing gave it a

big lead. You can fit it into any mood, and what's more, he said, you dont

even need to give it your full attention. The benefits are just the same. The
armed forces of the U.S.A. had recently, in a poll being taken, voted as to

6670 for Swing, whereas only 9% had voted for the classics as their mode of

musical recreation. Departing like the Hon. Mover from the theme of the

motion, he gave us a brief history of Swing, and at one moment looked very

like giving a Sinatra rendering on Stardust, Tea for Two, or Sweet Georgia

Brown. Returning to the main stream however he pointed out that manual
work in factories i.s done to Swing, and not to Beethoven's 5th Symphony.

Swing, he said touches some deep emotion in all right thinking people, and is

the new folk music of America.

Shenstone scid he had been thinking this problem over and had decided

that Classics and Swing were radically different in a particular way.

Swing IS what he would like to call Wiggly music. It makes you go thump
thump with hand, foot, or head: it is music for the body; and as the Hon.

Opposer said, you can just let it flow on. The Classics on the other hand are

for the ear,and the brain. Classical music is Non-Wiggly and needs mental

concentration in order that it may be appreciated.

As a comparison, he would provide great painting as opposed to the art

of the Cartoon. Some cartoons live for a very long time but in the main they

lose their topical interest end are gone, like the catchy tunes.

As for the music, each type, he thought, had its advantages: he himself

liked both, but since the motion was worded as it was, he would oppose.

The HEADMASTER rose to point out that there was a tendency to

depart from the wording of the motion: that it was no argument to give o

potted history of music; for however instructive it might be from other points

of view, it had no bearing on the motion. Nor had the fact that Jazz was
turned on in factories.

The PRESIDENT, mighty club bearer against Swing, rose to slay the Duke
of Ellington, black, ignorant, and central African, whom only "the boys" who
didn't know any better went mad over. Where will these moderns be a hundred

years from' now? (Supported)

Pegram asked if we had really thought enough about this drum and
boogiewoogie playing. Did we realize that there was as much talent and pains-

taking work in a drum solo of that kind as there was in any amount of classical

music playing?'

Holmes said that Swing was very middle class: its authors unknown.

(Supported)

Birchwood asked what had those statements about the nonsurvival value

of swing been based onr' Swing is a new type of music, he said, and is just

beainning to prove itself Who can presume to prophesy about its survivaP

And what nonsense about those violins, in the Hon. Mover's speech. Swing

i
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bands are full of them And as tor the names of the Swing composers not

being well known, that's all nonsense too They may not be well known here.

(Opposed)

Hurtley enquired how many of his audience liked dancing. Quite a few

he opmed At the some time he did not wish us to think that Swing was just

dancing material, and nothing else It con be listened to and appreciated in

the same way as the Fifth Symphony in F flat of Rudolf Paderooski. He
reiterated the point mode by on earlier speaker that you can always find m
Swing a tempo to suit your mood. (Opposed)

Castle in a delightfully vigorous though brief speech, told us that he liked

to turn on something hot and go to it: asked to define 'it', he defined it.

Whitworth was uncertain about the future of swing: most modern music

only seems to lost a few days, he said. (Supported)

Price 2 produced the astonishing theory that he would like to dance only

to classical music. (Supported)

Bilderbeck said that all these references to dancing did not constitute a

proper argument anyway. ( ^ i

Macgregor said that Swing music was the most natural way of expressing

musicoiiy the thoughts, desires, and hopes of the ordinary mortal. Why listen

to classical music because it was (apparently) the thing to do; because it was

'done' by the so-caled higher-upsr'

Modern music is for modern people. Swing is carefree and the so-called

classics are merely morbid. Who in their right mind would dance the minuet?

(Opposed)

Capt. Dare admitted that the last speaker had got something there and

there was a great snob-value to classical music. Nothing lasts for ever and we

are living in a revolutionary age in which Swing can be just as much a repre-

sentative as Classical music was of an age which is going out and which is

indeed possibly-—dead. (Supported)

The Principal Speakers then replied, the Hon. Mover taking the opportunity

to remark that the lovers of Swing seemed to be dressed accordingly, and the

House divided.

There were for the Motion 1 1, against 13, neutral 2.

The motion was therefore lost by 2 votes. This was another good debate

during which we were delighted to hear so many new speakers.

The Fourth Meeting of the Society took place on Friday evening Jan 28th,

when R Boutin moved that "this House approves of Universal State Control"

The President opposed and this time, not following the usual precedent, there

were two seconders, in the person of Messrs. W. Eliot and M Shenstone.

The debate was not as well attended as some have been, owing to the great

number of school activities going on just at this time.

The HON. MOVER, op)ening the debate drew a picture for us of the

Utopia that would follow the centralisation of everything under a central world

control. He claimed that all our troubles so for had been due to private

enterprise In the Hon Mover's world there would be no more waste, no burn-
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ing of coffee, no ploughing wheat back into the ground. At the same time he

was careful to impress on us that there was no hint of fascism in all this.

The HON. OPPOSER would have none of this. Universal State Control

(hereafter called USC) means working for the State, while its opposite,

Private Enterprise, means working for oneself: the one represents Democracy,

the other Fascism. After giving us one or two rather alarming stories of the

attitude to work that exists in some Government offices where working for the

State IS not taken at all as seriously as it ought to be, he passed on to Russia;

USC appears to be pretty successful there, he admitted, but it should be added,

he said, that the newspapers were not quite so laudatory in the recent past.

He did not let the timeworn example of the C.P. and C.N. railways go without

a reference before he sat down.

The HON. MOVER'S SECONDER (Eliot) made an exceedingly good and
carefully thought out speech which would have been better received if his

audience had been less predisposed to the other side. He described to us a

scheme of things in which the Control really was Universal and told us in some
detail his system for electing a world President or Leader. In Education, in

D.H.

Mr. Brain and

and Mr. Walsh

on Sports Day.

S.B-W.

A View in the Back Quad.

Industry, in the Home, he had plans for the Universal betterment of mankind,

with controls on maximum prices and minimum wages, and (N.B.) only higher

education for those who are fitted to receive it.

The HON. OPPOSER'S SECONDER (Shenstone) also in an excellent and

solid speech, analysed the meanings of the terms once more with some concrete

examples. Private Enterprise was then represented by a correct factory, and

after hearing of the struggles and successes of this imaginary factory we had

to see the result of USC upon it. He examined the good and the bad sides of

Private Enterprise: the work of the Hudson's Bay Co., and the CPR, and the

results of the Industrial revolution in England, and also the greed, the slumps,

and the Unemployment that too often accompany unrestricted P.E. On
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balance however he insisted that it was clear that on one side there was

fredom and on the other that freedom was lost. And as for Russia, it was all

very well to talk about the Russians being happy in their loss of freedom, these

people never lost their freedom, for they never had any.

MATTHEWS, on the debate being thrown open to the House, said that

the Mom Wove, j world depended on man being perfect, and as this was not so,

unfortunately . . .. And then as to this world leader that his Seconder spake

of, why should he not try to stay in office and become a Dictator?

HOLMES said we were fighting for Democracy weren't we'' USC was not

Dem(jv.(.je> If you have worked hard, he said, why should you not profit by it?

As for all the burning of the coffee and the other well known scandals, they

were due to lack of Transportation. (A Voice; Rubbish)

MR. WALSH aptly quoted Woodrow Wilson as saying that the History of

Liberty IS the History of the Limitations of human government. Three countries,

he said have experienced with USC: of these one is prostrate, one tottering,

and one would, he hoped, in a very few years lie prostrate too.

In the realms of Religion, Family, and Education, the State had either no

right at all or, in the case of the last named, very little right to interfere. He

ended a very moving speech with an impassioned plea that we should not be

deceived by the promises of the USC boys, as it was a terribly easy thing to

force state Control upon a heedless people. He gave us details of how easy it

was in Germany. His speech was indeed a slashing attack upon what he called

the greatest evil in the world at present.

DIXON spoke of the problems of a Universal language, and said that the

Four Freedoms of the Atlantic charter do not deal with USC.

NORTHCOTT while opposing the motion, wished to moke one or two points

clear to the Opposition. Private Enterprise, he said, is nor necessarily associated

with Democracy. We are not living in a democracy now. It is Capitalism that

runs the world at present. Quoting several examples of State Control very close

to home, he said that sooner rather than later you would be bound to get

oppression by the USC government.

Owing to a rather late start and owing to the length of some of the

speeches it now became necessary to close the debate to the House and call

upon the Principal Speakers for their replies Both the Mover and the Opposer,

who hod presumably warmed to their work, mode for better speeches than

their original ones, even though there was no particular addition of new

material

The Hon. Mover who has had a tendency to read his speeches or at all

events to make us think that he is looking at his notes a good deal too

frequently, has never been better than on this occasion, as, carried away by

the ardour of his thoughts, he exclaimed "we will pkdoI everything in the world

for the common good of Man".

The House then divided, and there were for the Motion 3, against 13.

Present 16.
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The FIFTH meeting of the Society took place on Friday February 18th

ot 8 pm when David Matthews moved that in the opinion of this House
the German People as a Notion should be absolutely liquidated

Peter Hatch oposed There were no Seconders

Tht HON. MOVER, opening the Debate, said that his platform poiats

were as tullowb 1
' every war criminal, who has been responsible for the

suffering or death of allied people, from Himmler down to the pettiest Gauleiter,

must be tried

2> the German notion as such must cease to exist, it must

be divided up into small states.

3' it must be mode to pay reparations to the full

He onticipated various objections that there might be to this course by

naming some and disposing of them. He was inclined to blame the Romans
for the trouble the Germans hod caused, because they never extended their

empire beyond the Rhine. The Germans he said hod never been united before

the XlXth century, and when they became so, what hoppened'' Three wars

have followed. Treaties hove ben looked upon as scraps of paper, and millions

of lives that might have been happily and usefully spent, hove been thrown

away.

The Germans in fact hove never really tri^d, we must make them try.

The HON. OPPOSER argued that such sweeping changes are impossible

The leopard and his spots give us the necessary example. It was impossible

to moke a clear break in Russia It has token 25 years to moke it, and in this

cose it must be remembered that the Russians themselves wanted the change,

which was therefore brought about by the cooperation of the people. Such a

change would be impxDSSible to impose upon a people subjugated by another

nation Therefore we were faced he said, on winning the war, with the choice

of annihilating the Germans or of being lenient with them. Faced with such

o decision it was only right to look at history. Napoleon "took over" Europe

in big way. French officials were put in everywhere and the continent was

to be French-dominated. What happened?' His Empire lasted ten years

Annihilation by breaking up the country was therefore nonsense, he con-

cluded, and OS for trying them, well obviously it would really be quite impossible

to try them all so why moke a force of it by trying some'*

He denied that the people were so steeped in barbarity as the Hon Mover

claimed. Such o people could not hove produced so many poets and musicians

The debate was then thrown open to the House and at once NORTHCOTT
arose and mode, we thought, the best speech of the year. Unfc.:^ ..:^ . : -e

Secretary has practically no record of it. The Fact is that the speech so

engaged his attention by the rounded periods, wide vocabulary', and mordant

remarks that it contained, that instead of getting on with his job, he sot back

end en)oyed it.

The substance of the later part of the speech was that two wrongs do not

moke o right and that we hove no need to follow the example of our semi-
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Civilized enemy beyond ensuring that they repair the damage they have caused

in a material way. He was in favour of the dismemberment of the present

Germany and therefore in a qualified way supported the motion. (Supported)

HOLMES was against the idea of destruction and dismemberment. Why,

he asked, should innocent people suffer because their leaders have been so badr"

The task was too difficult anyway. He would prefer to take advantage of the

fact that the Germans were by common agreement both obedient and adapt-

able. If a few could be set determinedly on the right way by us the United

Nations, then the rest would follow. He felt that the ideas expressed in the

Motion were "treacherous and unfair". (Opposed)

SHENSTONE asked the House to think what would have happened if

things had gone differently in 1940. Germany would almost certainly have

divided up England in some sort of way, and would that have been accepted?

Most certainly not. You cannot destroy a nation in that way; it can only be

destroyed from within. Imagine the underground groups that there would be

to unify once more East Anglia and Sussex, split by the conqueror's decision.

You cannot sweep a National spirit away in a single defeat. He agreed of

course that Germany must be punished, but not in the way of liquidation.

(Opposed)

NELLES said that there was no intention in the Hon. Mover's mind of

destroying Germany by the application of military power after her defeat, but

.every intention of rendering her harmless by a military government which as

in Italy would give way in due time to a free German government. It was non-

sense to point to the great musicians and works of art that the Germans

had created -Since they had destroyed much more than they had created.

(Supported)

THE PRESIDENT asked the House to decide the simple question; do we

want to help Germany to her feet or crush her utterly?' In the former case

she will once more, ruled from Berlin, be under the sinister influence of the

Junkers. Ever since the Germans were united in 1870 there has been trouble

for the world which has nearly been conquered twice. The British (united

since 1066) can be good judges of whether it is desirable to discontinue the

unification of Germany. (Supported) ---...,^

ELIOT 1 said the Hon. Mover was a subscriber to the doctrine of Mein

Kampf. He was rash enough in passing to imply that Berlin now we believe

largely a mass of rubble was one of the most beautiful cities in the world.

He was in favour of getting Germany to find a leader for herself within herself.

(Opposed)

BOUTIN, reminding of the theories that he had propounded at a previous

debate, said that we might all be brothers but that it was very evident that

the Germans are the black sheep of the family. Since the main reason for the

present attitude of Germany to the rest of the world was that Prussia had

managed to influence all the other states since their unification, it was obvious

that liquidation must take place, in the sense of division into the original states.
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Furthermore a powerful military occupation by the United Notions must take
place, for if we were to leave it without such an occupation there would be
constant trouble with the Problem Child of Europe. (Supported)

HARBEN 1 'elt that he would like to shoot them all But this was im-

possible, Odd indeed he went further to say that he believed that the kind of

division that had been discussed was also impossible, because the binding

spirit of nationalism was so strong. What he WOULD do however and what
COULD be done was to exterminate the Junker class, the people who have
guided Germonv to war through so many years.

BIRCHWOOD said that death was punishable by death, if there were
problems in connection with the workers in the factories who had only been

accessories m the slaughter that the Germans had inflicted on the world,

perhaps deportation could be arranged. Referring to the question of the

creation of works of art by the Germans, he said that the principal art that

they had contributed to a suffering world was the art of WAR. (Supported)

Time was now getting on, and there had not been a moment between

speeches. It became necessary to close the debate to the House and the

closing speeches were mode by the two principal speakers. The House then

divided and it was found that there were 11 in favour of the Motion and 11

against it, present 22 members. The PRESIDENT then declared that the

Motion not having resulted m a clear win must be considered lost.

This was on excellent debate, arranged at rather short notice, and the

standard of the speeches was gratifyingly high. We were glad to welcome the

Headmaster and Mr. Walsh as visitors.

The SIXTH meeting of the Society took place on Friday May 5th, when

William Eliot moved that 'in the opinion of this House the Internal Combustion

Engine has done more harm than good to Mankind'.

The Hon. Mover in his opening speech made a series of rather startling

statements in his attack on the infernal machine, the I.C. engine. He asked

what would happen in the future for instance now that aeroplanes fly so fast

because the nervous strain inflicted by this enormous speed would be too much
for the passengers just as it is proving too much for the pilots at the present

day. As we listened to this we felt rather like the people who in the history

books had to listen to attacks on the railway tram, which was going to kill

all the birds with its fumes and frighten the animals to death in the fields.

Much of It was good but the exaggerated statements gave a big handle to the

opponents who were in the majority

The Hon. Opposer made a very good speech indeed, and his choice of

words was admirable. He tore to pieces the arguments of the Hon. Mover and

had a lot to say on his own.

The following contributed to the debate: and in the order that they ore

set down. Holmes, Shenstone, Matthews, the Secretary, the President, North-

cott, Hatch, Worburton 1, and Spencer.

On a division being taken the debate was lost by EIGHT votes to THREE.
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RUGBY FOOTBALL 1943-44
FIRST XII COLOURS: E. Pilgrim

P. Richardson

H. Bulpit

D. Hooper

L. Chapman
R. Sablin.

THE season of 1943 started with not only the largest turnout in many

years, but also with great enthusiam from the youngest players to the

oldest. Not for some years has Ashbury managed to turn out two evenly

matched teams which could practise against each other to their training ad-

vantage. Thus the Ashbury Football season got under way.

At first most of the time was spent teaching the newcomers the different

plays, which later led up to the conditioning and the fundamentals of tackling

and blocking followed by thorough practice in signals.

Once the season got underway the squad had their usual practice games

against the New Edinborough Rovers and Nepean Seniors. These first games

were lost 11-1 and 9-1 mainly from lack of drive amongst the Ashbury squad.

Later, after several heavy work-outs the team played a thrilling game against

the Rockcliffe Ramblers, this time Ashbury showed more vigour and tried

harder. Greet credit goes to McNabb II and Smith I, who after spectacular

50 yard runs through the oposing team made two fine touch-downs, thus

Ashbury won 12-5. The last practice game of the season was played against

the New Edinborough Rovers who once again trimmed us 18-3 after a very

hard struggle.

Although Ashbury lost their two games in Montreal against L.C.C. and

B.C.S. the season as a whole proved to be beneficial to everyone. The team

showed good spirit and tried hard at all times. The sportmanship was very

encouraging and these are the main factors in making a really successful

season. We hope that this season's mistakes will be the success of seasons to

come.

Credit is due to our coach Mr. A. D. Brain for turning a collection of

beginners into a team which, although owing to inexperience did not win our

main matches, fought hard and made a very good showing against obviously

stronger opponents. By sacrificing his time to give us a better knowledge of

the game and a better timing for our plays he enabled us to win at least two

matches. The knowledge gained by the younger members of this year's team

will be largely responsible for turning out a fundamentally good squad for the

1944-45 football seaon.

FIRST XII CHARACTERS
E. B. PILGRIM—Captain—2nd year: Flying Wing: has greatly improved his

plunging and developed into a really valuable ball-carrier. A sound

tackier and useful in pass defence on the tertiary. The Captain inspired

his men with great enthusiasm and kept the team well together, both on

the field and off. Most helpful and efficient in organizing the game in

the school.
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Lcr; to Right; Back Row: L Hamilton, A D Brain, c^u , j 'v'.^^ ^^.u

R Spielman, J. Smith, E Vinmg, F. Macnobb, J. Fleck

Middle Row; H Price, R Boutin, R. Thomas, P. Grove

Front Row R Soblin, P. Richardson, E. Pilgrim (Copt), H Bulpit, L. Chapman

P. W. RICHARDSON—Vice Captain—2nd year: Halfback; A neat ball-handler

who showed progressive improvement throughout the season. A sound full

back, both in lacklmg and in long-pass defence, and a powerful plunger.

H. F. BULPIT—2nd year: Halfback: An effective tackier who showed great

keenness throughout the season: An accurate and strong kicker and a

fast, quick thinking runner.

G. D. HOOPER—3rd year: Middle: A strong bucker who made many valuable

yards. A reliable tackier but should learn to play his position on the

defensive.

L, H. CHAPMAN—2nd year: Inside: A courageous tackier and blocker who

played his position in defensive and offensive well, but should try to use

his weight more.

R. V SABLIN—2nd year: Outside: Used his spaced to full advantoge in kick

formations. A good tackier and very good pass receiver.

BOUTIN—3rd year: Flying Wing Used his speed to good advantage but not

very safe with his hands.

MACNABB I—2nd year Middle Used his weight to good purpose and bucked

very well: but should concentrate on harder tackling and blocking.
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THOMAS—3rd year: Flying Wing: an exceptionally fine end runner and

catching half-back, but could use his weight more effectively when block-

ing and tackling.

PRICE I—2nd year: Quarterback: A quick thinker in difficult situations and

used his plays effectively: a very good tackier but should learn to play his

position more on defence.

SPIELMAN—2nd year: Middle. Developed into a heavy almost unstoppable

bucker but could be more decisive when tackling.

DANIELS I—2nd year: Outside: A strong blocker who uses his head on the

offensive: a fair tackier but should learn to get up under the kicks.

Smith I— 1st year; Outside: Uses his speed to get down under kicks, tackles

strongly and with good judgement but his pass receiving could stand

improvement.

VINING—1st year: Inside: Used his blocking and tackling to great advantage

but needs to develop speed.

FLECK—2nd year: Outside: Proved too light for snap but learnt to use his

speed as outside.

MACNABB II— 1st year: Middle: An extremely keen bucker who played his

best all the way. But needs more judgement in tackling.

GROVE I— 1st year: Snap: Although knowing nothing about this position he

developed into a very good snap and tackled effectively on the secondary.

F-IAMILTON— 1st year: Halfback: A very good tackier and blocker and played

solidly on the defensive. But his ball carrying needs a great deal of

attention.

Versus Bishops College School, Lost 27-0
Our annual encounter with Bishop's College was played on the Lower

Canada grounds in Montreal on Oct. 30, the field was quite wet and a steady

wind blew from the lower posts up the field.

Ashbury kicked off against the wind and it was not long before Bishops

had the ball around our end. In the 1st quarter Bishop's scored twice and

converted once. After the change of ends Ashbury resorted to kicking with

the wind and on one of these kicks Sablin picked up a fumble and ran for a

touchdown, however the play was recalled for an off-side. Bishop's scored again

ond at half-time the score was 17-0.

In the 3rd quarter Ashbury pressed hard right from the kickoff after

regaining their own kick. The ball was carried to within a yard of the

opponents' gool line by Bulpit and Richardson after a series of plunges. In the

last quarter Bishop's scored two unconverted touchdowns and at the end of

play the score was 27 - 0.

Versus Lower Canada College, Lost 27-5 Away

The second match for the Championship was played in Montreal on Nov.

6. The field was similar in state to that of the previous week but there was

not such a stiff breeze.

Lower Canada received the kick and marched up the field for a major

score and repeated the proceeding not long afterwards. At the end of the

first quarter Lower Canada led 1 1 - 0. During the 2nd quarter our opponents
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used end runs and forward passes, in this way scoring two unconverted touch-
downs. They also kicked a rouge adding an extra point.

Throughout the 1st half the school played muddled football and missed
Vital tackles However after half time the team played with better judgment.

Right from the kick off we fought up the field and Richardson went over

for a major score after executing a brilliant end run. Both teams played hard
football and moved about the centre of the field until the end of the quarter.

Again right from the whistle Ashbury fought for a score, but Lower Canada
j-an for a touchdown that was not converted. Still the School battled and on
the last play of the game we attempted a forward pass that was not completed
and the final score rested at 27 - 5 for Lower Canada.

Although the outcome of the game was practically decided in the first

holf our opponents were playing an invigorated and entirely different Ashbury

team in the second half.

INTERMEDIATE FOOTBALL

IN
the season of IVMi, owing to the sudden interest and enthusiasm in Foot-

ball, Ashbury for the first time in some years produced Intermediate and

Junior Teams.

These squads started drill with much keenness and soon learnt the funda-

jnentols of football along with the Ashbury plays and also took port in the

same routines as the first team. The newcomers showed a very fair sense of

football and together with the more experienced members formed two very

successful squads.

The first Intermediate game against the Lindenlea Tigers was lost, this

was due mainly to the fact that it was early in the season and the players had

little experience. However in a return match, Ashbury won 18-6 and in this

game many fine examples of football were shown. The team played as a whole

•and together formed many excellent end runs which in turn gained valuable

yards.

In the first annual game against Lower Canada which was played on

Ashbury ground, both teams showed much drive and determination. Although

Lower Canada were fast the Ashbury squad played well together and carried

the school to a 29 - 21 victory. Thomas, Hamilton and Hooper II distinguished

themselves by getting well-earned touchdowns.

In the return match on Lower Canada grounds, the opposing team out-

played Ashbury right through the game, although, in the last quarter Ashbury

made a comeback to score three touchdowns leaving the final score at 28 - 15.

F. Wings—MacNabb II, Price 11, Thomas

Halves—Hurtley (Captain) Grove

Quarter—Castle, Kenny

Snap—Breithoupt

Insides—Nelles, Nash II, Macgregor

Middles—Hooper II, Hatch, Paterson

Outsides- -Daniels I, Goult, Gibbs
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HOCKEY-1944
COLOURS: E. B. Pilgrim

R. C. Thomas

G. H. Read

H. F. Bulpit.

THE Hockey season of 1944 opened with a very keen squad of players

all of whom had great enthusiasm but in the main lacked experience.

This latter, was undoubtedly the outstanding weakness and inspite of

the excellent sportmanship and hard playing, was the mam cause of dis-

appointing results.

The first forward line played good and hard hockey and on many occasions-

displayed very fine skill and boldness in attacks, compelling the play to be

mainly around the opponent's goal. The second line was not so successful and
although each member tried hard failed to give adequate support to the-

defence.

The school once again was coached by Mr. W. J. Touhey, who has in-

tructed Ashbury hockey squads for some years. As formerly, he concentrated^

on the finer points of the game and by his insistance on true sportmanship,

he taught us lessons of greater importance even than those of playing hockey.

Our preliminary games with a local team called the Red Devils, were most

helpful in that although we lost by a small margin they afforded us excellent

practice. In these games Thomas and Read especially distinguished themselves

by their hard driving and fast skating, yet special praise is due to Sablin for

a great display of goal tending.

The chief victory of the season was that obtained over the "Old Boys"

who after a hard fought battle were defeated 5-4. Less spectacular was the

victory over a team from St. Pats.

It IS not always fair to judge a team by results for and against. The

whole object of sports is not always to learn how to win, but ,whilst always

striving to win to be able to accept defeat even when and if victory was

deserved. This has always been, and we hope will always will be, characteristic

of Ashbury sportmanship.

FIRST VI CHARACTERS
E. B. PILGRIM—Captain—3rd year: A constructive centre and fast skater, who

makes good openings for his Wings and back-checks effectively, but needs

to improve his shooting. A keen and efficient Captain who led an in-

experienced team with skill and courage.

P. HATCH—Manager—An admirable manager, whose efficiency and thought-

fulness added greatly to the enjoyment and smooth-running of both games
and practices

R. C. THOMAS—Vice Captain -3rd year: Right Wing. A fast skater, best

when he is most needed. Has an accurate shot and used it to great

advantage.

G. H. READ--2nd year: Left Wing: His breakaways brought the team valuable

goals and his back checking was very useful.
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F. BULPIT—2nd year Deferrce A very active defencemon who broke up

many nasty situations Has hard low shot but should skate foster

SABLIN—2nd year Goal An extremely level-headed goal tender who has a

good eye but could watch his corners more closely

PRICE 2nd year Defence A plucky defencemon who meets his mon well out.

With improvement to his skating will be a great asset to the team next

year.

Left to Rigdi

—

rruiii im^vv . n Uuipci, £. fiigrini \Cupt >, R. bouiiti, T. ihomos, G. Rcod.
Middle Row: J Fleck, P. Richardson, P Hcrben, A Hurtley

Back Row P Breithoupt, P Hatch (Manager), P Daniels, A D Brain, Esq,, H Price

DANIELS I—2nd year: Rt. Wing Improved through the season and developed

into a fast skater but must realize the value of backchecking.

BREITHAUPT— 1st year: Defence: A keen and active defencemon who clears

well and checks his man well out. Should learn to pass more accurately.

FLECK—2nd year Centre: Plays well up but should learn to shoot harder and

more often

HURTLEY— 'st year Lt Wing Has a good shot and shows keenness but should

develop his skating

RICHARDSON— 1st year Rt Wing Developed rapidly throughout the season

and took advantage of all opportunities. With more experience should

go for.

HARBEN I— 1st year Utility: Although lacking in experience 'showed great

aggressiveness in all positions.
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SOCCER
COLOURS, P. W. Richardson

R. V. Sablin

P. Harben.

THE Ashbury Soccer season of 1944 proved to be one of the most success-

ful of any previous year. Although the majority of the team was very

young, there were three or four of the more experienced members, who

played both soccer and football and were of utmost value to the team.

The squad was coached by our Head-master, who stressed the importance

of wide open offensive play mingled with the fine points of the game.

Lcrii i-j .xiy^:, b^^K lx^.\ , t. i:^uj., r ^.rwvL,, >_ Read, N M. Archdale, Esq; S. Pegram,

W. Ehot, T, Winger.

Front Row: J. Smith, R Soblin, P. Richardson (Capt), P. Harben, L Chapman.

The defensive combination of Chapman and Smith saved many a critical

situation and owing to their effective play around the goal, Sablin had very

little trouble in stopping many of the weaker shots which came his way.

There were three major games during the season, two of which were

against a very experienced Air Force team, and the other against a game

Lower Canada team.

The two matches against the Airforce were both keenly contested, how-

ever Ashbury managed to raise a 3 - 2 victory in the first game but lost 4 -1

(n a retui-n match.
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In the annual game against Lower Canada College both teams played

hard, but the Ashbury squad seemed to be somewhat more experienced and as

a result they corned the school to a 6 - victory. P. Richardson and P. Grove

played on outstanding game and both scored three goals each.

The season of 1944 thus closed, and is considered a very fine showing of

Ashbury soccer skill.

TEAN Goal Sablin, Backs: Chapman and Smith Holf-Bocks: Read, P. Horben

and Pegram Forwards Eliot I, Richaddson 'Capt), Grove II, Winser

and Hatch.

SOCCER CHARACTERS

P. RICHARDSON— (Capt. i— Inside Right. 3rd year on team. A clever and

dashing forward with a good shot, he holds his team together well.

R. V. SABLIN—Goal. 3rd year on team. Played outstandingly in goal during

the whole season.

P. HARBEN—Centre Half. 3rd year on team. A very reliable half-back and

was always in his position when most needed.

GROVE—2nd year. Centre Forward. A fast and neat player showing lots of

skill and enthusiasm throughout the whole season.

CHAPMAN—Left Back. 1st year. A powerful kicker .... and always tried

hard but was hampered by his clumsiness.

J. SMITH— 1st year. Right Bock. A very useful newcomer to the team. His

speed and good ball control saved many critical situations.

P. HATCH—Right Wing. 1st year. Fast but inclined to overrun the ball when

centering.

S. PEGRAM—Left Half. 2nd year. A very reliable half back but must learn

to clear the ball sooner.

G. READ—Right Half. 1st year. Very fast and a good kicker, but must learn

to control the ball better.

T. WINSER— Inside Left. 2nd year. A very dashing and plucky forward, who

always had on inexhaustible supply of energy.

W ELIOT—Outside Left. 1st year. A good and clever forward, but should

learn to improve his shot.

CRICKET
COLOURS P. Richardson

P. Horben

L. Chapman
R Soblin

AT the beginning of the Cricket season Ashbun/ hod seven members of

last year's team Four additions were made to fill in the remaining places

and practising began in earnest. Under Mr. Brain's able coaching a

team quickly took shape Several good matches against teams of the Ottawa

Valley Cricket Council Cathedral, Ottawa Defence, and New Edinburgh,
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Left to Right—Back Row: J. Pettigrew (Scorer), H Price, B, Horben, J Smith, A Hartley,

H Bulpit, W, Eliot, G Read, P. Hatch (Manager)

^

Front Row: E. Piigrim, P. Horben, P. Richardson, L. Chapman, R. Soblin.

provided excellent practice and valuable experience for the two Montreal

games.

The 1st eleven travelled to Montreal on June 2nd and played L.C.C. on

their own grounds in the afternoon of the same day. Ashbury batted first

and after seme brilliant play by Richardson and Chapman we declared at

160 runs for 9 wickets. L.C.C. then went in and were all despatched for 32

runs. Although we beat L.C.C. last year in almost the same way Bishops

routed us the following day and by remembering this we did not allow ourselves

to become too confident.

The day of the Bishop's match was bright and cool with a fresh wind

blowing. B.C.S. won the toss and batted first The Ashbury fielders were

right on their toes and the bowlers were in top form. So briefly did each

Bishops batsmen grace us with his presence that we had time to exceed their

score of 13 runs before lunch After lunch we took up where we had left off

and continued to bat steadily until five thirty when we declared at 150 runs

for six wickets to let them bat for an hour before the stumps were drawn.

We ewe much to Mr. Brain for his great interest in the team and for his

guidance and encouragement in every department. Our thanks are also due

to sergeant-major Henry for the very expert job he did in mending the bats.

Although a defeat such as we inflicted on Bishops cannot be expected to

occur often we feel that our victory made up to a great extent for last year,

ond will give confidence to next year's teams.
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CHARACTERS

L. C. CHAPMAN- 2nd year. Loiourb i '-i-i. A Tine rorcing batsman and a

safe catcher but needs to improve his ground fielding.

R Sablin—2nd year. Colours 1944 Played very well at point, but seemed

to lose confidence in batting towards the end of the season.

PILGRIM—3rd year. A very hard-hitting batsman who scored some useful

runs. His fielding has been excellent throughout the eason A promising

bowler.

SMITH— 1st -jcar. A good wicket keeper and towards the end or tne season

an effective batsman.

HURTLEY--lst year. Would be a much better all round player if he could

learn to overcome his nervousness. Made some good catches.

Harben II—2nd year. His fielding has greatly improved during the season

and he should be a great asset to next year's team.

READ— 1st year. Can always be relied upon for a wicket when most needed.

Fields well at third man but he should improve his batting.

BULPIT— 1st year. His powerful throwing and several good catches made him

a useful fielder in the deep.

PRICE I—2nd year. A little inconsistent. He sometimes fields excellently

at mid-on but has occasional lapses.

ELIOT—Must control his excitement. Could be a good left-handed batsman

if he did not concentrate so much on the leg

STAFF AND HOUSE MATCHES

A c.om(X)Site team was collected this year including staff, parents and Old

Boys. The school team won in the end but only after some nerve-wracking

moments. The staff batted first and amassed 99 runs. The school lost four

good wickets for less than thirty runs, but there was a fine stand for the 6th

wicket by Smith and Richardson, who took the score from 43 to 104 The

innings closed for 134 leaving the school victors by 35 runs. An encouraging

feature of the game was the refusal to accept defeat by the school, after

losing so many of their best batsmen cheaply. However the Staff will be out

for revenge next year.

Getting Reodv *or Cnckct Prcctice
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The House Match was very exciting, and though Woollcombe won, they

were given a good run for their money. In the first inning Woollcombe made

109, including a fine 67 by Smith. Richardson bowled well taking 7 wickets

for 38 runs Connaught started well, reaching 87 for 4 wickets, but a collapse

occurred and they were all out for 107. Richardson made 28 and Peter Harben

41
.

Hurtley and Smith each took five wickets. In the second innnings Woooll-

combe made 84 but dismissed Connaught for 51, Smith taking 7 wickets for 17

runs. The standard of cricket shown in the match was higher than any seen

for several years.

VERSUS LOWER CANADA COLLEGE: at Ashbury: June 2nd

Ashbury

Richardson, c. Piper, b. Colderon ,.. 44
Sablin, b. Tisshaw 15
Chapman, b. Tisshaw .... 42
Harben I, c. Tisshaw, b. Colderon. 2
Eliot I, c. Wallace, b, Colderon _. 7
Harben II, c. & b. Colderon
Pilgrim, b. Colderon
Smith I, not out 32
Hurtley, b. Tisshaw _.

Read, b. Tisshaw
Bulpit, not out 10
Price I, did not bat —

Extras _. 8

TOTAL (for 9 wickets) ...

Tisshaw: 4 for 41

.

Colderon: 5 for 33.

160

L. C. C.

Wallace, c. Smith, b. Richardson
Piper, c. & b. Richardson 3
Archer, c. Harben I, b. Pilgrim 4
Colderon, c. Richardson, b. Horben I

Weston, St. Smith, b. Pilgrim
Gaunt, b. Richardson

3
2
I

Forbes, st. Smith, b. Read 10
Tisshaw c. Sablin, b. Harben I

Caverhill, b, Richardson
Stuart, not out
Mingie, c. Price, b Read

1

1

.-, -. " .^-^- 4
Tetroult, c. Read, b. Richardson ...:

Extras 3

TOTAL 32

Richardson: 5 for 14.

Pilgrim: 2 for 9.

Harben 1 : 2 for 2.

Read: 2for 4.

VERSUS BISHOPS COLLEGE SCHOOL; at L.C.C.: June 3rd

B. C. S.

Jorrett, c. Chapman, b. Pilgrim 1

Smith, c. & b Richardson
Fuller, run out
Price, b Pilgrim
Hollword, b Pilgrim
Stoker, b. Richardson
Gault, Playedon, bl Pilgrim

Day, c. Price I, b. Harben 1

Dobell, b. Richardson
Sewell, b. Richardson
Sotterthwoite, run out
Ford, not out

Extras

TOTAL
Richardson: 4 for 6.

Pilgrim: 4 for 4.

Harben 1 : 1 for 2.

A Smith 1

i Hurtley
1 Read

Bulpit

I Price 1

3

Ashbury

Richardson, c Jorrett, b. Sotterthwoite 45
Sablin, b. Gault ... ... ... 4
Chapman, c. Smith, b. Sewell 27
Harben I, not out 47
Eliot I, b. Satterthwaite 5
Harben II, run out 3
Pilgrim, b. Gault 2

not out 1

Did not bat
Extras

TOTAL (for 6 wickets) 155

Satterthwaite: 2 for 46.

Goult: 2 for 44
Sewell: 1 for 20.

Batting

FIRST XI AVERAGES

Name 2^ o c SO °5 laao
o

>
1— o z£ HZ zS i>! <

Richordson 199 8 8 51 ?4 9
P. Harben 137 8 ? 8 47'-' 22 8
Smith 93 8 3 8 39- 186
Chapman 147 8 8 42 184
Sablin 96 8 8 36 120

Bowling

Name Overs Maidens Runs Wkfs Average

Read 13 2 62 13 48
Pilgrim 19 3 67 11 6.1

Hurtley 10 1 34 5 6.8

Richardson 60 10 201 29 69
P Harben 48 4 164 23 7.1
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BOXING
Boxing classes were held throughout the year under our able instructor

Mr. Glossop. Owing to a large turn out at the beginning of the year, he kindly

gave up his spare time to come down to the School twice a week. And even

when boys began to drop out from homework troubles he always came.

The School under the management of Mr. Glossop arranged a tournament

with the Y.M.C.A. The "Y" team won 4 bouts, the School 3.

R. Kenny and M. Arlen fought an exhibition bout.

B. Castle "A" won by a decision from Charles Juneau "Y'' 1 10.

Clayton Kenney "Y" defeated A. Hurtley "A"

Lloyd Kenney "Y" defeated R. Paterson "A" knockout in third.

R. Aubrey "Y" defeated M. Birchwood "A"

B. Harben "A" and Milo Chapman "Y" fought to a draw.

R. Bissell "Y" gamed a decision over E. Pilgrim "A" (substitute for P.

Richardson)

P. Daniels "A" defeated B. Green "Y" by a knockout in the 3 round.

R. Sablin "A" defeated P. Kozub "Y" knockout in the 1st round.

At the end of the season, the annual school contest went off in great

style, all the boys doing their utmost to win their respective bouts. It was

very pleasant to see such a large crowd in the gym.

The results of the bouts were as follows.

Chester-Master Cup, (Junior Lightweight) Grant II

Runner-up - ...Shinner 1

1

Patterson Cup, (Junior Heavyweight) _ T. Kenny

Runner-up J . Spencer

Edwards Cup (Intermediate Lightweight) P. Daniels II

Runner-up Letson 1

1

Ker Cup (Intermediate Middleweight) R. Burder

Runner-up ....Bradley Williams

Evans Cup (Intermediate Heavyweight). R. Thomas

Runner-up N. Bilderbeck

Fauquier Cup (Senior Heavyweight) _ P Daniels I

Runner-up B Harben II

Fauquier Cup (Senior Lightweight) R Sablm

Runner-up P Richardson

• Ringcraft^ Burder I

The members of the boxing Club feel that great credit is due to Dim

Sablin who as president of the club showed great enthusiam and infused much

of his own spirit into the other members of the Boxing Club.
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The Skiing Team at Seignory Club.

Left to Right—M. Dixon, R, Sablin, H Price, A Price.

SKIING

ALTHOUGH experienced skiers were few, this year there were a great

many more recruits than last year to be seen around the campus. Fre-

quent- trips were made to Fairy Lake under the guidance of Mr. Har-

rison, which helped to improve technique. Unfortunately the members of the

hockey team, who were also skiers did not get as much opportunity as the others.

Shortly after the school reopened in January the First team consisting of

Price I, Sablin, Dixon, Harben I and Price li represented the school at the Ault

Trophy Race at Camp Fortune, and although the result was not good, the ex-

perience gained was valuable. Later a very enjoyable week end was spent at

the Seignory Club where the Dunning Trophy Races took place. Unfortunately

Price I broke his cable on the down hill and so failed to finish, with the result

that the team was disqualified. Hooper I, Grove I and Grove II accompanied the-

team to Montebello and took part in some of the races as individual contestants.

The team was made up of Price I, Sablin, Dixon and Price II.

Taking all in all, while there were a great many people out on skis, we-

didn't feel that it was taken very seriously from the practice point of view.

Plenty of fresh air and exercise and fun was enjoyed by all.
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INTER HOUSE COMPETITIONS

T'lS year the Inter Hcuse competitions were very keenly fought, although

Zonnought come out victors in the end. In the Soccer, Connought won

two matches of three, but by a very close margin In Hockey the first

game was wen by Connought by three goals to two in a very even match, The

second gome Connought won by five goals to two For the first time Rugby

was played, and here Woollcombe got home very comfortably In Cricket once

again Woollcombe were the victors after a very good match with several ups

and downs, while in the Sports held at the end of the year, Connought proved

successful. In the Cross Country Race, Connought gamed the most points and

was also successful m the boxing.

In this way Connought House succeeded in winning the Wilson Shield for

the year.

ASHBURY COLLEGE CADET CORPS INSPECTION—Evidently the .nipcv.i.u.. ut Anbury

College Ui_;.: ^:: ,',^.. ,:..:^ .:^:.. n,^ ,^:: ^-..^ .w^s,,- y vvell pleased is N M. Archdole, headmasre*'.

To his right are Captain T. C. Holmes, District Codet officer. Cadet Lt -Col E Pilgrim; Lt -Col P.

Hannofcrd, OC of the 2nd (Reserve) Battalion, Governor General's Foot Guards, and Lt -Col J.

H. Hogon, M.M— (Photo by T. V. Little.)
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CROSS-COUNTRY RACE

THE annual cross-country races were held on the 29th April this year. The

weather was fine, with a light breeze to tone down the heat, making for

ideal running weather.

A new feature was the under 1 1 race race for juniors. This division was

introduced for the first time this year, as it was felt that keener competition

would result by dividing the juniors and allowing them to run against boys

their own age instead of having to compete against boys older than themselves.

The under 1 1 race got under way first, followed by the remaining juniors.

As soon as they were clear, the under 16 race started, and finally the senior

race.

Unfortunately, owing to a misunderstanding of the course, the under ] 1

race lost its way and the race had to be run again a few days later.

In the junior race Grove came in first, followed by Letson II.

The under 16 race was very well run, being won by Brian Castle. He set

G new school record for the course, knocking two minutes off the old record

and finishing strongly. Wally Schroeder came in second.

In the senior division, E. Pilgrim won handily, with H. Sablin finishing

second.

As mentioned above the under 11 race was run again a few days later

and was won by Carstairs; Weitlaufer finished second.

Senior Race Intermediate Race

1. E. Pilgrim, 23 mm. 35 sees. 1. B. Castle, 18 min. 22 sees.

2. R. Sablin, 24 min. 37 sec. 2. W. Schroeder, 22 min. 10 sees.

3. P. Richardson, 25 min. 37 sees. 3. T. Kenny, 22 min. 45 sees.

Junior Race

1. G. Grove, 11 min. 15 sees.

2. J. Letson, 1 1 min. 45 sees.

3. J. Spencer, 1 1 min. 46 sees.

Pilgrim crossing the finishing line after winning the

cross-country race.

D.H.
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THROUGH THE YEARS
lixlracts jroiii Inuk iiuinlnrs at tlu . I slihinlnn

1920—

A recent visitor in Canada has been the harl ot Minto, who, os Lord

Melgund, was at Ashbury during the tenure of office of his father as Governor-

General. The Earl of Minto has been visiting his ranch in Alberta, in which

he IS greoHy interested. It is his intention to import horses and cattle, the

latter from his Highland estate. Last year, Lord Minto acted as an aide-de-

camp to the Duke of Devonshire for some months. He served in the Scots

Guards during the recent war and was severely wounded.

f,i i^ f^

Now that the cold weather is with us, let us all make up our minds to face

the elements, and take a certain amount of exercise in the open air every day.

We were never intended to be brought up like hot-house plants, nor to spend

our leisure time in hugging radiators, or other similar forms of entertainment.

How many of us came to Ashbury in as good physical condition as we left it

at Christmas''

1922

—

Lord Byiiy visits Ashbury

The Governor-General, on rising to address the boys, announced the wel-

come fact that he had requested and had obtained a holiday for the school.

"I have made my peace with you," said his Excellency, and at once pro-

ceeded to strike a high imperialistic note. He said that our Empire, consisting

as It did of some four hundred millions of people of various races, was held

together net by compulsion but by a spirit of justice, and also because the

various peoples of the Empire liked it.

He strongly urged the boys to develop a spirit of )ustice, to pay great

attention to duty, and to dwell less on their rights. The latter was not so

imfX)rtant as the former. If they continued to do their duty, their rights would

follow as a ncturcl consequence.

EduciUiotial Notes

This is the Age of Advertisement, and "How to brighten" everything that

is or must be naturally serious and even sometimes dull, has become the slogan

of the hour.

A few suggestions or practice! hints as to how these modern methods may

be applied to the daily round, the common tasks of boarding school life, may

be helpful to our readers.

ADVT. 1. V. A. classroom. Master wanted by Form of brilliant come-

dians. One not too insistent on the paltry details of correct Latin Grammar

required. A clown kept at back of room for amusement of teacher. Comic

Constructions and Screaming Translation supplied daily. Side-splitting sen-

tences from Hilarious Hillard and Newsy North! Caesar a la Charles Chaplin:

a Virgilian Vaudeville' A laugh in every line!

ADVT. 2 IVA. Offer the consolation of a "Home from home" for several

hours a day to tired bachelor masters. Everything "homey" and comfortable

No stiff and stately etiquette observed. A genial atmosphere prevails, together
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With an entire absence of those social amenities so tiresome in their observance

elsewhere. Somnolent snores and dreamy dialogues beguile the senses and

peaceful serenity like an opiate deadens all wearisome display of intellect.

Try Hennessy's Three Star Morphia Chewing Gum: guarantee to give refresh-

ing sleep at any hour of ihe day.

N.B. The inventor himself will at stated intervals accompany the strains of

"Home Sweet Home" with nasal obligato.

"All is not Gold that Glitters" or "The Biter Bit"

From the "Times" Agony Column:
—

"The American Tourist who stole the

brass stopper from Shakespeare's font in Stratford-on-Avon Parish Church a

few days ago, is informed by the Vicar that the souvenir of which he had

illegally possessed himself is quite modern, and therefore valueless."

Following the Vicar's example, owners of lost property at Ashbury have

written to us in a similar strain as follows:—
While standing in the Kale-Queue on Saturday, Dec. 8th, Mr. FitzR..ph

mysteriously lost his fountain pen. Mr. Fitz.. wishes it to be widely known that

he can in no way hold himself responsible for any damages the temporary

possesor may sustain in the shape of impositions. Quarters, etc., by relying on

the aforesaid pen. It always had been somewhat of a syringe. He would,

merely as a word of caution, reiterate the well-known saying
—

"Still waters run

deep"

—

(into the pocket.)

Mr. Tr....lme, while lamenting the abstraction of his Arithmetic Book,

warns the unwitting usurper that he (Mr. T. • has hitherto derived but little

profit from a study of its illustration of the more suggestive passages in this

somewhat dull and monotonous volume, but even this has brought him no im-

mediate advantage. His Form-Master is evidently no lover of true High Art

as displayed in the embellishment of book-covers. He can foresee, then,

nothing but trouble for the new owner, whoever he may be, from the first mo-

ment he opens this disappointing book.

Mr. J. W. R....e, a well-known social "Lion", begs to inform the collector

of dance programmes who inadvertently relieved him of his card at the recent

Christmas dance, that the names written in the programme are purely ficti-

tious and will bring the possessor no benefits whatsoever in the shape of

introductions or assignations at future balls, "hops," or parties.

1923

School Orchestra

After some preliminary rumblings, heard at various times in previous

terms, an Ashbury Orchestra has come into being as an active institution in

our school life. Already we have had two School Concerts at which the en-

thusiasm displayed by the audience has been only equalled by the "vim" and

"snap" exhibited by the performers themselves.

This term their fame has spread beyond the confines of the School and

on two occasions they have performed in public by special request.

At St. Bartholomew's Parish Hall two performances of "Eiizo Comes to

Stay" were given in aid of the "Red Cross" Fund, and the Ashbury Orchestra

provided the music between the Acts, etc., and made quite a popular "hit".
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To the Editor of the Ashburion

THE BARBER
Sir—Would It be in order to suggest to the artist who so frequently cuts our

hair, that he should in future bring with him his shaving materials? There are

many amongst our Upper forms who would gladly avail themselves of his

services, in this respect, in lieu of their own unaided and somewhat unsatis-

factory efforts. ^ „„ „
Yours, etc., Beaver.

* * *

Extract from boy's diary

Feb. 17th, Sat - -Got up. Just in time for breakfast. Did not make bed.

Soaked 4 quarters. Latin home-work torn up. Got soaked Put on percentage.

Percentage too high. Gated. Soaked again in the afternoon for doing

nothing. Tried to get town leave. Leave refused. Did copies. Got caught in

Fitz's room listening in to wireless. Soaked. Stayed out of lecture. Got

soaked. Bed Talked after lights out. Soaked 4 quarters. So ends this day.

Ed.^—-Speaking in the vernacular we think that we too should "call it a day",

or rather "the matter of a day in his day."
* * *

The building of the Headmaster's house is proceeding rapidly, and should

be completed by September 1st. Regret may be felt at the appropriation of

the "historic" hockey rink and tennis courts as the site of the new building,

but the school will benefit by the change, as new and better tennis courts will

be available next year, and a more accessible hockey rink will be situated at

the south end of the new gymnasium block.

* * *

The New Wing. We are more than pleased to announce that the new

Memorial Wing is definitely to be built this summer, and by the time this issue

goes to press the contracts will have been awarded and the work commenced.

Making allowance for that delay which is associated with Architects and

Builders to almost the same extent as with The Law, it is hoped that the new

building, will be ready for use by the middle of October. It will form a most

fitting memorial to those Old Ashburians who laid down their lives in the Great

War and at the same time it will be a much needed and most useful addition

to the School.

* * *

At last we shall be able to watch hockey matches in comfort, without

those frozen hands and feet which militated against the enjoyment of the

game. Ottawa's new Auditorium is now open and the City has a magnificent

piece of artificial ice in the warmed building. Ashbury will have the use of the

ice on Wednesday afternoons, and even before these words appear the seniors

will have begun to practise with a view to repeating the notable successes won

by lost season's Six

* * *

1924

In the Michaelmas term a Games Committe was formed for the first time

It consists of the Headmaster, the Games master and five other members, elected

from the sixth, the upper fifth, and school colours Its business will be to
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interest itself in every way in the school games, to make suggestions for im-

improvement, and to elect captains and secretaries of games along with lhe

old colours of the game in question.

One of the most important actions of the Games Committee has been to

divide the school into three sections, the Reds, Whites, and Greens, which

will now remain permanent. Games will be played every term between these

sections, and the winner will hold a shield, which will hang in the dining room

on a background coloured according to the winning section.

OR. Ill
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OLD BOYS NEWS
(U'c iirc imlcbti-d to our l-oitiuiir for tin- Liter frmn o disliiK/iiidi,-,! ( )l,t

Ashburion Ti/j/V/j iipf^curs bcUnc.j

Headquarters,

5th, Canadian Armoured Division,

C. M. F.

January 10th, 1944

Dear Dr. Woollcombe:

Very many thanks for your very kind letter of 20 Oct. which reached me
just after the New Year.

It has been a great satisfaction to me to have had the opportunity to be

of some service during the very difficult times now passing.

I think that anyone who has seen war at first hand realizes its grimness

and great destructiveness but I hope that we never again fall into the trap set

by the belief that we can maintain peace by wishing for it. Had we, ten years

ago, set forth one hundredth of the effort now demanded of us, the war could

and would have been avoided.

I hope you will have an opportunity to give my very best wishes and regards

to the Headmaster, Board of Governors and the boys of my Old School.

With sincerest good wishes to yourself and your family.

(sgd) Guy Simonds.

F.S My young son has been growing up whilst I have been away and I hope

he will be going to Ashbury soon after my return—as a preparation for

R.M.C.
« * *

Lieutenant Robert Stedman (1938^ wins the M C. on the field. The

citation IS as follows:

"At 1430 hrs. 6 Oct., Lt. Stedman's tp of tanks was covering the demolished

bridge and the bank of the river Volturno one mile west of —
. Owing to

demolitions, no vehicle could cross the canal to , which it was suspected

was still held by small numbers of German Infantry, who were also on the north

bank of the river. The area was under accurate fire from arty, motors and

small arms. I was anxious to know if the bridge at , believed from air

photographs to be a pontoon, was still there. It was impossible to see it with-

out going west of the canal. I therefore gave orders that someone was to go

on foot to where he could see the bridge and report on it. Lt. Stedman's sqn

comd gave him the task: accompanied by his gunner Tpr. Bollom, he went

forward under accurate and heavy mortar fire for a distance of 1000 yards into

the village itself, went right up to the bridge, inspected it and produced an ac-

curate sketch while under constant fire from MG & Mortars and returned under

the same fire. ..He carried out his task with the greatest courage and calm, and

produced extremely accurate and valuable infm, showing complete disregard

for his personal safety."
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(To the Editor) „^ -r \ d , r^ a r^Ldn. Army lank Kegt,, Ldn. Army Overseas,

Central Mediterranean Force, 16 Oct. 43.

Sir,—Before the word "Sicily" falls completely back into its obscurity of

the status quo ante bellum, it may be of interest to you to read of some impres-

sions of that island.

Sicily, seen for the first time during its conquest by Allied troops this

summer, is a country quite different in every aspect from any part of the New
World, The ways of living, the customs and habits of the people, the speech,

the food, the general scene—all this is strange to one who have lived virtually

all his life in Canada.

Having thus made a somewhat vague generalization, I should like to

describe two things which made a deep impression on me.

Of these the first is a poverty which is almost total both in its degree and
in the number of souls it concerns. The Sicilians all put the blame of their

poverty on Mussolini. To the enquiring soldier they describe the man in no

gentle or kind words.

Everyone, man, woman and child, has clothing that is worn, torn, patched

and re-patched. A suit of clothes or a dress may be seen in certain towns on

Sunday morning; but at other times and in other places one sees only rags and

patches. Shoes are very rare, those that exist being invariably worn by the

father of the family while his wife and children must needs go bare-footed.

Consequently when these wretched people see a British soldier with his stout

boots, his clean and durable clothing, his plentiful and varied food, it must

seem to them that someone has blundered seriously, that they, too, should have

these things.

Perhaps seventy-five per cent of the populace of Sicily is wholly dependent

upon agriculture. In happier days, what was not consumed on the island

found a ready market in mother Italy; and some of her produce was exported

to France, Britain, America. In Italy there have been fewer persons able to

buy, and less money with which to buy. Of all this the result is an almost

total back of market for the produce of this potentially rich island.

That a country which has proved itself capable of producing a fairly well

equipped army and which has given the world excellent inventors, scientists,

and men of letters, that such a country should be totally unconscious of the

need of sanitation seems incongruous if not impossible. Yet in all Italy, and

particularly in Sicily, dirt, filth, and disease are everywhere. Families live

with their goats and fowl, sharing a common room. Garbage is disposed of

by the simple expedient of tossing it into the street. Baths, toilets, sewage

systems—these do not exist. Water appears to be used solely for irrigating

orchards.

In the smaller towns the houses are filthy and the streets invariably noi-

some. In some of the larger towns a few instances of attempts at improve-

ment are noticeable; but these are woefully few and inadequate.

What has been written here cannot have created any favourable impres-

sion. Yet it seems quite within the power of man to moke great changes in

Sicily, changes such that a description of the new Sicily could but please.
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The opening of a market to her varied produce should set her on her feet

financially. Any land that can offer oranges, limes, lemons, grapefruits, olives

and olive oil, grapes and wine, figs, and a host of other agricultural produce

in smaller quantity, can surely find some place in commerce.

Then, too, a more advanced and expansive education, availcDie to and

obligatory on all, should do much to better the distressing sanitary conditions.

This, in turn, would not only moke tfi'e island more healthful but also encourage

the visits of that most profitable item, the tourist. For the latter^ an improved

Sicily could offer much.

Ten thousand foot Mount Etna, with its snowy cap and its latent volcano;

the ancient cities of the Greeks with their ampitheatres and their narrow,

crooked streets, beaches several miles in length with their famed blue waters;

roads that twist and climb along the rocky routes of erstwhile ox cart track

—

such could a new Sicily offer.

Since leaving England I have seen no Old Boys, though there are doubt-

less some in Sicily and here in Italy. Life here is really pleasant and easy,

and if one must be away from home this seems to me to be the best place.

Faithfully,

William Ellis (1938)

(Extracts from Letters)

Ken Abbott Smith (1943) from St. Margarets Sea Training School. "We
are supposed to get up in the morning promptly at six-thirty. However this

IS strictly in the realm of supposition, and about the only people that do get

up at this frightful hour are those that are on guard duty. The rest ore

usually never up before seven o'clock. From seven-fifteen to seven-thirty we

have P.T., which of course brings back fond memories of P.T. at the school.

Also I might add there is absolutely no difference between the P.T. given here

and the P.T. of pre-defence period at Ashbury. At nine-fifteen we have roll-

call or "muster" as it is called, and from here we are assigned to various

classes. These classes include, Boxing and learning the points of the compass.

International flogs, Semaphore, Morse code, Rowing, Sculling, Coxwoin,

Seamanships, Ropesplice, Wiresplice and lost but not least Derrick and Winch.

These are oil the essential subjects and exams must be passed in all of them

before you leave. So far I have passed six out of the eleven. Compass, Inter-

national flogs, Semaphore, Rowing, Sculling and Seamanship. This is quite

a lot for less than four weeks and so it is not much worth my while to do

many more for a while as I have still quite a while to go Besides the classes

there are lectures on, the rules of the road, elementary navigation, ship con-

struction and so on which ore all given by the Captain, but on which no exams

are required These classes continue from nine-fifteen till ten-thirty when

there is a fifteen minute break. Then the classes continue till eleven-forty-

five when we stop for the morning At twelve o'clock we hove our dinner. Then

at one-fifteen we again muster although there is no roll-call, and we ore

again assigned to various classes These continue till three-thirty. From

three-thirty on we ore free to do as we please We hove our supper at five
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o'clock and our evenings are free. It is in this period that they have classes

in extra subjects such as Trigonometry, which of course I am availing myself

of the opportunity to attend."

Doug Weary (1939) writes that he is in the Anti-Aircraft Division R.C.A.

"I'm stationed at Huntingdon and they manage to keep us pretty busy. Our

training was very interesting. I am now a L/Cpl. and it's a lot of fun teaching

other fellows. I went to Fornham on a Small Arms Course and managed to do

fairly well. Dick Goodwin (1942) is stationed up at Fornham and we saw a

lot of each other during the month I was there. Jim McGowan (1942) is

somewhere overseas and judging from his last letter he is well and everything

is going all right".

Tony West (Abinger) writes from Wellington that he likes the school

pretty well and isn't doing too badly. He soys Dan Farson (Abinger) is leaving

at 17 to go to the school of Slavonic Studies to learn Russian. He also soys

"It made me very proud to hear that Lewin Chapman is headboy of Ashbury—

•

that on Abinger boy should now be head of the school. It makes me think

back to the day when we arrived slightly scared and very bewildered. To

think that we hove oil grown up so much under the guidance of Ashbury; at

onyrate, Ashbury is largely responsible. It was a surprise to me that Lewin

should be headboy, for I have never thought of him as being so old! I imagine

that I would find the place very much changed now; all the senior boys in the

Army and new ones in their places. And also the school must be a little

smaller since so many of your "guests" hove returned home." His brother

Dick West (Abinger) is getting on well at Marlborough and thoroughly en-

joying himself.

Tyler Spafford (1942) writes that all goes well with him in the R.C.A. F.

He hod been with Buzz Heath (1942) for a while in Toronto. His brother

Elliott Spafford (1941 ) is doing well at Alldershot in England and Guy Fisher

(1942) is in India and finding it hot and lonelly.

Roger Spielman (Abinger) writes that he got home safely, but that his

ship rolled considerably. He was on the point of going to Stowe, and expects

the people there to have as big a shock as his parents got on seeing his height.

Michael Ney (1942) writes from the Naval College at Royal Roads "My
Christmas standing was 22nd with 68.6%. I stood first in English with 937o,

first in History with 789c. The rest was not very inspiring but I think I've

really got on top of things.— I hope that you liked the magazine that I sent on

to you, it was the product of much sweat and tears, and it was a source of

much surprise that it ever came out at all considering that we didn't have a

cent to our names when we began. We now have quite a serviceable surplus

which Will go to making this coming issue a bigger and better one so the phrase

goes."
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Congratulations to

Bill Angus (1923' on his promotion to Commander 'electrical) R.C.N.

V.R, Ottawa.

John Bassett (1929) to Captain, Overseas Army.

George Woollcombe (1920) to Acting Lieutenant-Commander in Navy.

Henry Joseph (1928' to Squadron Leader, RCAF overseas attached to

rieet Air Arm.

David Mackenzie (1926) to Mojor, RCAMC, overseas

Jim Ritchie (1926) to Lieut. -Colonel with RCR
H E. Read (1911) to Rear-Admiral, to be Naval member of combined

staffs at Washington.

Robert Craig (1930) to Captain RCA. overseas.

Ronald Leothem (1931 ) to Cootain RCA. overseas

John Fauquier (1923) to Air-Commodore RCAF.

We are sorry to hear that the following have been wounded, though good

reports of their progress hove come in.

Geoffrey Wright (1936) Lieutenant, R.C.R., in Itoliy.

Sydney Gillies (1930) Captain, RCA.
Tommy Beouderc (1934) Major, Hastings & Prince Edward Regt., in Italy.

Pot Bogert (1926> Lieut-Colonel, January 1944.

Ion Dewor (1928) Major, with 1st Division in Sicily.

Congratulations on getting married to

Douglas Eraser Macorquodale ( 1930) to Miss Ruth McCulloch in Montreal.

John Lewis (1935) to Miss Winsome Burns in London, England.

Andrew Macphoil (1927) to Miss Barbara Gigson in London, England.

The wedding took place n the Royal Military Chapel, Wellington Barracks.

Peter Wilson (1935) to Pamela Mathewson in Montreal.

Arnold Malcolm Brodie (1931 ' to Miss Virginia Colton in New York.

Congratulations to:

Kingsley Cousens (1925' on the birth of a daughter.

Bruce Ritchie (1930) on the arrival of a son.

George Choi lies (1927) on the birth of a son.

Francis Gill • 1923' on the birth of a son.

John Lofleur (1928' on the birth of a son.

Eric Riordon (1924) on the birth of a son

W. F. S Lyman ' 1935' on the birth of a son

Bob Southom (1930*, Lieutenant on board H M C S Prince David, assisted

in carrying troops to Normandy on "D" Day.

Jim Colder (1934), Flight Lieutenant RCAF, was mentioned in

despatches in December 1943

John Gamble (1925), a Major in the Armoured Corps, with the MC,
gained the Canadian Efficiency Decoration in January 1944.

John Hollister Wilson ( 1925) is a Captain and Paymaster with the Oxford

Rifles, Active Army
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William Hollister Wilson (I919) is also a Captain in the Active Army,

last reported at Sydney, N.S.

Francis Gill (1923) is a Captain, R.C.A., at H.Q. Canadian Army Overseas.

Charles Parker ( ) is Acting Lieut-Colonel, G.S.O.(l), N.D.H.Q.,

Ottawa.

Kenneth Tremain (1923) is Lieut. -Colonel, G.S.O. (1), Directorate of

Military Training, N.D.H.Q., Ottawa.

Ian Barclay (1939', Lieutenant, R.C.N.V.R., has been assisting in various

landing operations in the Mediterranean, and we gather Normandy.

Bruce Ritchie (1930) in September 1943 was 2nd in command, as a Major

of the 1st Battalion, Black Watch, overseas.

Ian Cole (1943) has a commission in the Coldstream Guards.

George Challies (1927) is Mojor and G.S.O. (2) at N.D.H.Q., Ottawa.

Arnold Malcolm Brodie (1931) recently returned on leave after three

years service with the Royal Navy overseas. From June 1942 to February 1943

he served on convoy duty in the Mediterranean and in the motor launch patrol

based on Malta.

A. E. D. Tremain (1916) was appointed in command as Brigadier of

Artillery, Canadian Corps.

Charles Fullerton (19341 is Lieutenant, 3rd Battalion, Queen's Own Rifles

of Canada, Active Army.

Fraser Curd ( ) is a Captain with No. 6 Field Ambulance, R.C.A.M.C,

overseas.

Frank Burrows (1938) is flying with the Air Force in Burma, and com-

plains of weather conditions.

Jim MacBnen (1928) was on his way to attend Middle East Staff School

when last heard from after being G.S.O. (2) at H.Q. British Eighth Army for

nearly a year.

D. Fraser Macorquodale (1930) has been elected to the Council of the

Junior Bar of Montreal.

Charles Gale (1934) completed his course at King's College, Halifax,

last August qualifying as Probationary Paymaster Sublieutenant, and has

been at Naval H.Q., Ottawa.

Jimmy Oppe (1928), a Governor of the school, was serving in H.M.C.S.

Huron some months ago.

D. R. McMaster (1926), a Governor of the school. Captain, R.C.A, over-

seas, has been awarded the M.B.E.

Marshall Irvine (1924) has been promoted to Major at Canadian H.Q.

overseas.

George Benson (1915) has been elected Chairman of the Montreal Divi-

sion of the Canadian Manufacturers' Association.

Jack Wilson (1925) is colonel in charge of Operational Research at N.D.

H.Q., after several years overseas.
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Peter Wilson (1935), Ma)or, has been taking a staff course at Kingston.

Bill Ellis (1938) IS Captain and Ad|utanf of on Armoured Regt. in Italy.

George Croil (1943) and Ken Abbott-Smith (194Vi orp both m the Air

Force.

Sydney Drew ( 1939) is in the Air Force in Manitoba

Victor Wilgress '1939) has transferred from the Navy to the Fleet Air

Arm

K C A F Photo

Bill MacBnen, richt, in command of the first air-landing stip established

in Normandy after D-Day. The photo was taken in Normandy.

Donald Snell (1939) and his brother David Snell (1939) are both in the

Air Force.

Walter Soper (1941 ) has received his commission as Pilot Officer R.C A.F.

His brother Dick Soper (1941 ) is also in the Air Force.

Fowler Gobeil il925) was awarded the AFC for his Glider Flight across

the Atlantic reported in our lost issue.

John Fauquier (1927) has been awarded the D S.O on top of his D F.C.

Congratulations.

George Clark (1935) took active port with Canadian Flotillas of small

craft in the Sicily landings

John Sharp (1935) was mentioned in despatches for gallantry and dis-

tinguished service in 1943 Since then he has been wounded, returned to

Canada and married Frances Robinson on November 27th, 1943 Hearty

congratulations.

Francis (Sordon Dagger ( ) has published a book of poems, "The

Prospector and Other Poems'', which has received favourable notice from the

reviewers.
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John Filleul ( ), Lieutenant R.N., has been awarded the D.S.O. for

skill and daring in action against enemy submarines.

Avery Dunning (1937) we regret to report is a prisoner of war. He is o

Pilot Officer R.C.A.F.

We regret to announce the death of Hedley Bridge at the age of 83. He

was one of the first members of the staff of Ashbury College, and always took

lively interest in the school.

Edward Woollcombe (1917) was awarded the M.B.E. for valuable services

in Halifax with shipbuilding.

Malcolm Grant (1931 ) was awarded the A.F.C.. He is a Squadron Leader

R.C.A.F.

Jim Armstrong ( ) has been appointed Agent General for Ontario in

England by Premier Drew, who said in making the appointment: "His business

experience before the war, his wide military contacts during the war and his

personal qualification make him eminently suitable for this appointment".

Jim Armstrong went overseas with the 48th Highlanders and saw service in

France in June 1940 as a Major. In 1942 he was attached to special service

brigade headquarters of a Commando School; early in 1943 he was 2nd in

command of the 48th. Since April he has been adviser on combined operations

at the Senior Staff College, Camberley, England.

E. P. Taylor ( ) resigned as Canadian member of the Combined

Production and Resources Board in Washington, to return to his business

responsibilities. His reason was to give the man who would have the position

in peace time, some experience at the present time.

We regret to announce the death after a long illness of M. W. Montgomery

( ).

John Magor (1932) is Flight Lieutenant in R.C.A.F., on Pacific Coast.

Lincoln Magor (1934) is Lieutenant overseas with an Anti-Tank Regiment

of RCA.

Leigh Ronalds (1935) has obtained his commission as a Pilot Officer

R.C.A.F.

Elliott Spafford (1939) is a Lieutenant in 27th Canadian Armoured Regi-

ment, 4th Canadian Division, C.A.O.

Roy Pierce (1941 ) is Secretary-Treasurer of the Board of the "Mitre", the

Bishop College Magazine.

Chris. Bennett (Abinger) is at Wellington and expects to take his school

certificate this July.

Michael Barnes (Abinger) is due to go to Oxford in September. His tutor

preparing him for his scholarship wrote a testimonial including the following

sentence: "to judge from the work he has done for me he must have had a

sound education there". There is Ashbury.

Bob Bourget (1943) has been in Montreal all year at Sir George Williams

College.

Bob Renaud (1943) has been at McGill.
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TELLING YOUR DOCTOR WHAT IS

WRONG WITH YOU
WHAT a bane is an Algebra test, especially when you're not at all

sure of yourself. Let us suppose for the moment that you have one

tomorrow. On going to bed you cajole yourself into a happy-go-

lucky frame of mind by tel.ling yourself that if you pass you pass and if you

fail—well don't think about it, it won't do you any good now, go to sleep. And
so after weighing your chances over and over again you eventually doze off.

You wake up m the morning confronted with the prospect of the test,

you'll never pass, no, it's no use fooling yourself any longer it's an impossibility

there seems only one way out. You wait, suddenly the alarm clock goes off,

you let It ring for some time then stop it and remain in bed working out your

strategy. You hear your mother coming down the passage towards your room

so you pull all the bed clothes out, rumple them up and assume a haggard

expression. When she comes in you don't groan as in stories, you just lie there

as if you didn't know she was in the room and try to look as ill as possible.

"What on earth is the matter with you"?' she says, no answer, she repeats the

question and you roll your head listlessly and mumble something about feeling

awful. Your mother having noticed the state of your bed and realizing what a

horrible night you have had, asks if you would like your breakfast in bed.

You smile wanly at her and reply in a faint voice that you don't feel much
like breakfast this morning thank you. It's obvious that this makes a distinct

impression; after a moment's pause your mother motions you to stay where

you are and creeps from the room, a moment later you hear the dial of the

telephone clicking.

"Now Peter you just lie quietly" she says on returning from the phone.

I've sent for the doctor, I don't really imagine there's anything the matter

with you but it's always best to be on the safe side". A technical hitch! you

think, to fool your mother is one thing but a doctor is a very different propisi-

tion. However you are beginning to believe in your malady by now and are

determined to see it through. When the doctor arrives you pretend to be

rather disapointed not to be going to school. While you are wondering whether

that registered, he tells you to unbutton your pyjama top, then placing his

stethoscope upon your bare chest he tells you to take a deep breath, you do so,

at the same time gargling the saliva in the back of your throat to produce a

nice bubbling sound in the doctor's ears. He asks you if you have any pain

and after thinking fast you tell him dubiously that your stomach feels a little

queer. Then there are the usual prodding and questions and at last the doctor

leaves the room with your mother. When he has gone she comes back and says

that there is nothing much wrong with you but you're to stay in bed for a

couple of days. It being Friday this will include Saturday and possibly Sunday

you are thinking, when the telephone rings and your mother goes to answer

it. "It was for you" she says on returning, "one of your friends to say that the

Algebra test has been postponed until Monday, so you have a couple of

extra days study. Where are your school books dear?' I'll get them for you

so that vou can start now. P.M. VIb.
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SONNET
// dreams furctill tlw sinif'r i>t thiiiffs to be,

.Itid rc'.'cric predicts my future days.

'I'hcn I 'i^.'ill spend </ joyful aye with thee.

All throuijh the ni</ht my yearuimj heart assays

To picture you. and then you come my dear

Peep in my arms. Oh iiod! Why does not this

Happen in 7<'akin(/ life, in places i\.'here

The lii/hts are low. for dreams can ne'er (jive bliss

Which is the least of thy most lovely ijifts.

Sow at this happy time of year, wilt thou

Help nuike my dreams conn- true.' Of all the f/ifts

J seek, tny choice is to be loved by thou.

Dear will you hn-e me if 1 say I'll do

I he same, whate'er may happen unto you.

T.W. \ II).

IN THE OLD HAY LOFT
oh take me back to the old hay loft

Where the swallows come and c/o

()h take me back to my boyhood days

And dreams of loncj acjo.

T'was there I sailed the Spanish Main

A pirate captain bold

And captured jewels and laces rare

And stored them in the hold.

I fought with Indians, scaled yreat heuihts

Dwelled with knicjhts of old

I rescued many a nuiid in distress

A hero was I and bold.

While far abo've mid rafters dim

The swallows chirped and whirled

I heeded them not for I was far

Par off in a distant world.

Oh take me back to the old hay loft

Where I dreamed the long day through

Oh take me back to my boyhood days

And the dreams that never came true.

V..\. \I1).
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THE CONSPIRACY
The room was dark, and very still.

The silence was intense.

The atmosphere one's blood miylit chill,

So great was that siispoise.

The clock ticked on. As time progressed,

The zero hoar drew nigh.

Their nerves were too on edge to rest,

As time went slowly by.

The clock struck tweli'e. T'zcas noxv the time

To act as planned before.
' When scarce the clock had ceased to chime

They gathered on the floor.

Their muffled whispers broke the calm,

As plans were re-discussed.

Then someone gave the dread alarm.
' And all were quickly hushed.

Had their whispers been too loud?

Had their plans been found?

Had someone "squealed", and told the crowd?

The dirty little hound

!

The steps drew near, quick, loud and clear.

To breathe they scarcely dared,

And all zvere nearly mad ivith fear,

And beads of szveat appeared.

They all kept still, and some felt ill.

And some were near despair.

They all were scared, the worst was feared,

The footsteps came more clear!

The Law strode on tozvards the spot

Where all through fright were numb,

And every culprit in the plot

Was sure his hour had come.

The door was reached . the steps went by,

And died away at last.

Each plotter sighed a mighty sigh.

The danger now was passed

!
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To icork tlwy started once lu/aiii.

Sonw f^arcils were hrom/ht out.

The secret contents ^cere reinoied.

And carefly laid tihoiit.

'The leader used his tool ti-///; thom/lit.

And (jot front pliial of i/lass

Txplosion muffled, dull report

.hid hiss of leakiny </as.

'The bottle of [^of^ was open no2c,

The cakes i>.-ere ready too.

The midniijht binye was on (and liow!

)

In donnitor\ twenty t7\.'o.

1. X.. \II).

THE STORM

THE sea seems strangely quiet and oppressive, as the dark clouds move
slowly across the sky. The gulls, which only a few minutes before were

wheeling and screeching above the rocky coast, are now still and silent

on the rocks, while the martins, which are usually skimming over the sea at this

time of day, ore not to be seen. The hills in the distance appear sinister and

depressing. There is not a breath of wind and the leaves are scarcely moving

on Its few and small trees which struggle for existence among the stones.

£ven this close to the sea, the heat is stifling, and the haze obscures the out-

line of the deserted island off-shore. In the distance a few fishing-smacks are

making their way hurriedly towards land.

Suddenly there is a complete calm, everything becomes completely quiet

•and then the thunder and lightning begin. The jagged streaks of lightning

flash across the sky and the rain begins to pour down. The sea becomes very

rough and the fishing-smacks cannot be seen, through the ram, which beat? on

the rocks with a steady thud. The wind whistles through the trees as the

waves pound on the shores

Then, just as suddenly as it began, the storm ceases and the sky clears,

except over the mountains, from which occasional rumbles of thunder can be

heard, and the sun comes through. Everything has a clean, fresh look about it;

<Bod is at peace with the world.

J P. Form V
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TAD THE TADPOLE

IT
was a bright sunny morning in May, the leaves were just out, and the

lilies lay on the pond for the first time that year. When out of the mud

and siime wriggled a small black tadpole, he opened his mouth and a

little bubble slowly rose to the surface, it was Tad, the only survivor of a

terrible storm which had swept his brothers down the stream. He looked around

the little pond that was to be his home until he was old enough to do his duty,

namely: of ridding the farmers of garden pests.

He was at first a complete stranger, he spent most of his time happily

wriggling up and down the pond, occasionally eating a small bug; he also had

a habbit of annoying the other creatures of the pond, for this reason he was

very unpopular, and nobody ever spoke to him.

But one day, he went too far, he needed a lesson, he had been swimming

around an old ill-tempered crawfish, whose name was Jack. Tad had been

pestering him all afternoon, it was the limit. Suddenly the crawfish snapped

his deadly claws, with Tad in between them. Tad was screaming and shouting

for help, but nobody was there to hear him; after struggling for ten dreadful

minutes he broke loose from the fatal grip.

He wriggled away, crying; he had lost his tail, his dearly beloved precious

toil, he felt lonely without it and he could barely swim; then for the first

time in his life one of the creatures of the pond spoke to him, it was the

kindly old lizard, his name was Gerard, he had come to console Tad, he had

been attracted by the sight of the big tears slowly running down his little

cheeks.

"You won't miss it much," said Gerard consolingly.

"But I will," wailed Tad as another tear ran down leaving a shiny trait

on his face, "after all it is my tail, and I did use it an awful lot'"

"Well you have learnt a lesson I hope; little Tad," continued Gerard,"

ond besides you will soon grow some new legs, and you will not need your tail

anymore." And from that day on, he was a good Tadpole, he helped Myrtle

the turtle to catch flies, he looked after Jane the snail's eggs, he even helped

Jack crawfish to catch food; he soon grew new legs, and finally he sprouted

front legs.

Now he was a full-grown frog, and he had to leave the pond, this dear

dear little pond, his departure was a sad one for all, as he left the pond he

turned to look at it once more, the golden sunset was reflected in the level

water, he waved it goodbye and set foot into a new world of perils and dangers.

A.M.C.H. Form V

ON WRITING VERSE
When you lanif to 7c>'itc a poem have you ever thought.

What the guy ivho reads it li'lll have to undergo.

A master can iust crr^.s-.s" /"/ out. and mark you do-a'n for naught.

But h()7c about the time :chen you sho7i.'ed it to Aunt Flo.
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Shi' looks III luc iidoriiuily ami reads the poou out loud

.

Why dearie! This is marvellous I'll slioic it to your Pad.

My Pad says it is 7K'onderftil hut reidly isn't proud.

My Mother doesn't listen hut she sa\s it isn't had.

So the only one leho liked my ~i-erse is just m\ dear <dd I'lo.

My father told me recently as I 'n-as <join(j to bed

"I've (jot to tell you somethiiuj I think you ou(/ht to knotv

Its x-ery sad hut Antie I'lo. is touched
.:f>

in her head.

If. .1.11. Vic
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SONNET TO A FRIEND
// e'er to thee I icas untrue, fonjive

Me, Love, for I regret the time I spent

Alone beside another fair, I give

To thee my solemn vozv, if thou relent

And love me still as truly I love thee.

My passion groics and strengthens like a stream

That runs in sunny fields toward the sea

Below. Asleep at night I can but dream

Of thee; all day my mind unll ever slip

By sums and Rome, and Homer too, e'en back

To thee; thy sparkling eyes thy lovely lip

To all thy comeliness my heart flits back.

If dear one thou dost slightly value this

Then all my tcork 7cill not have been amiss.

T.W. VIb.

SHALL WE GO TO CHURCH TO-DAY
AMONG the first people to see the risen Lord on that far away Easter

day, were two men who were going for a walk from Jerusalem to

Emaeus. The most important word in the above sentence, is 'two',

because if there had only been one man, no one would have believed his in-

credible story. Had not this and another handful of incidents happened,

where Our Lord was seen after his crucifixion, one dare not think where the

Christian Church body of men, who had cowered in the dark corners when their

Lord was in trouble and who had even forsaken him for the price of their own

hides, went out into the harsh wide world and preached the word of God—

a

miracle which only He could have brought about.

This is one of the superhuman exploits of Christ and his original twelve

disciples. When we look back on the history of the Church, we wonder why it

was that the Church grew rather than faded away. The reason for this ex-

pansion was because the religion of the people was founded on the marvellous,

miraculous works of Christ which could have only been done by the Son of

God, the promised Messiah.

One of the reasons why we should go to church, is because Christ offers us

so much in his services at the altar, especially in the Communion service.

Here Christ offers to forgive us if we will but believe in him. This is really very

little for us to do, considering what He does for us by easing our troubled

consciences.

There really is a lot of benefit in going to Church or chapel even if we don't

assimilate all its goodness, whatever the more sceptical among us may say

—

those to whom the rector has to say Happy Christmas at Easter as he will not

see them again.
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So let US go to church especially in this time of war. It is no use hoping

that our friends are safe and well Let us pray to God for their safety and then,

and then only, will our hopes be heard.

One last thing, let us remember at all times that we are not saints until

we leave this earth even if we may think so ourselves and as we are only on

this earth a very short time, let us make the best of our opportunities of at-

taining near perfection, and so let us go into the temple of God and praise

his Name for evermore, whether it be in a chap>el, church or cathedral.

WE. Via.

THE STREAM
I'roin the nioiiiittiin sf'riiif/s llir slrrdin.

Fassliif/ hills of dt'Cf^cst (jrccn.

Pawn the ivllcy. soon to meet

I he (/real rii'er fast and fleet.

Do-:*.'!! the river edijed i\.'ith rushes,

I knot the raf'ids filled with fishes,

W'eath the bridge and throuijh the toxcn,

On'iKvrd ever, tambliiHi doi^n.

H\ its hanks the eattle roa))t,

I' nderneath the sky's blue dome.

Peep or shallow, still in ))iotion

Crystal elear it meets the oeean.

(i.ii.ll.R. \Ic.

STAGE FRIGHT
"Only ten more minutes to go" you think to yourself. You try and forget

about it. You look at the floor, the table, the chairs, the pictures on the wall,

at anything in fact, to try and divert your mind. Your eyes settle on a picture.

You admire it, you look at it very closely and study every detail. You've seen

the picture hundreds of times before, but never before have you found it so

interesting, so beautiful. It's no good! You can't help it! You realize the

futility of trying not to worry. For the first time you think you have not re-

hearsed enough. For the first time you think it's not going to be a success.

You glance at the clock. The time has come. The curtain rises. You

are greeted by a dense silence. The footlights dazzle you. With icy clearness,

your first lines cut through the vast blackness, somewhere in the midst of which

you can imagine the audience, cold, critical and unreceptive. But soon you

hear laughter. The ice is broken, and your worries go. You now continue with

confidence, but even so, you ore still greatly relieved when it is all over.

J.N. VIb.
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THE TRAIL BLAZER
A few years ago in a little mountain town in the Rockies, Lawrence Grassi,

an Italian miner, came into public notice. He performed a daring feat of

strength and skill and great personal risk, when he carried a seriously injured

Alpine climber to safety.

During a prolonged strike, instead of loafing, and being a public nuisance,

Grassi set out into the hills, axe on shoulder, to blaze new trails to points of

interest. To him it was more or less a labour of love, for he loved the mountains

and all their natural beauties, but he enjoyed having others share their beauties

with him.

Day by day he pushed his weary way through the seemingly never-ending

bush, discovering the best ways of approach, blazing the trail, cutting out the

thick underbrush, "grubbing" out stones and roots, bridging small mountain

streams, placing seats on jutting lookouts, building crude fireplaces, and even

placing serviceable rafts on the numerous little mountain lakes. Then cutting

a zig-zag path up through the grassy slopes, among the many boulders and

then finally back into the wilds until his "new-born" trail emerged on the

narrow pony path at Whiteman's Pass.

Grassi has done more than just build a trail, he has effectively taught a

way of life, he has become for us a symbol and an inspiration.

J.R.C Form V

AFTER COMPANY HAS LEFT

"Let him alone, old chap he'll come to in due course," that was all I re-

membered, a blackness swept over me and as far as I was concerned the whole

world had gone dead.

It must have been ten o'clock in the morning when I finally woke up—

-

under the table. The room was scattered with empty bottles and my visitors

had gone. All was chaos, everything seamed to be wrong, the pictures were

tilted, the chairs upset and the whole room was reeking of whisky and stale

tobacco. Most distressing of all was the state of my sideboard, all the cabinets

were open and scarcely a bottle of my once-proud collection remained.

Slowly I staggered to my feet and wandered into the kitchen to find some ice

for my splitting headache. But, horror of horrors the refrigerator door had been

left open and all the ice cubs had melted. At that I dropped exhausted onto

my bed and attempted to fall asleep, but it was no use. Thoughts were continu-

ally flashing through my mind, I would never have another bottle party as

long as I lived. While the party lasted it was very enjoyable, but after every-

one had gone---then came the pains of the hangover, then came the horrors of

a filthy room then came the labour of tidying up this disorder.

L.HC. Via.
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A PACKAGE OF WEEDS
(With apologies to Damon Runyon)

I
am sitting in the common-room one day resting my dogs when Moosical

Mac IS coming in. We are having a spare but are not having any weeds so

Moosical IS suggesting we ore going down to the store and getting same.

We wander downstairs and are meeting Mr. Mind so we are immediately

casting the eye on the notice-board. Mind is disappearing so we are following

his example and next thing you know we are going out the back.

I am seeing a skirt in the distance so we are getting the rush on but we

are finding the skirt vanished when we arrive.

Moosical IS buying two cartons of nicotine and I am asking him if he is

having moths because moth balls ore better than smoke. He is explaining

that his doH is smoking a pipe and he is trying to break her to weeds. I am
buying one package and we are leaving with a supply of cake.

On the hill we find a leg and at the top we find a guy hopping mad looking

for a leg, so we give him it and guess that Sam the Spirit is going by in his

cor.

Mac the Moosical is putting a rock on the car- line and as we are going

in the door we are seeing a streetcar going over on its side with a heluvo crash

and Moosical is wondering if it could be hitting his rock. When we are ar-

riving upstairs we are finding we are late but no-one is noticing because they

are out picking up the street-car. P H VIb
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HATS
IVc print bclozc a further essay on Hats by Mr. R. J. Devlin written in 1882.

Hats entered the domain of politics at an early period in Great Britain.

When English Harold doffed his bonnet to Norman William on the field of

Hastings, most of the old fashioned Saxon dealers were completely ruined.

Their silly old cloth Hats were quite unable to withstand the blow of a

battle axe, and they failed promptly for fifty cents on the dollar.

It was not till towards the middle of the seventeenth century, however, that

party spirit ran high on the subject of styles.

The Dudes of London were in the habit of secreting themselves behind

Temple Bar, and when a Puritan masher in a steeple crowned headdress saun-

tered past would shout "Shoot the Hat" and "who cut your hair" and other

gay badinage of the period.

This created considerable ill feeling and Oliver Cromwell, a leading Puri-

tan, took every opportunity of sitting on the hats of the opposite party—notably

at the Naseby ball.

Finally, in a breeze at White hall, Charles, the leader of fashion among
the Dudes, lost his hat and incidentally his head which happened to be inside

the hat at the time.

Chimney Pot Hats became the mode then for many years.

I trust my Chimney Pot Hats will be the mode also for many years.

R. J. DEVLIN.

G.W. II.
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JUNIOR SCHOOL REVIEW

IN
the Autumn we were unfortunate not to have our soccer and football

matches with the Rockcliffe Public School. But under the able instruction

of Mr. Harrison we enjoyed many games amongst ourselves.

We also owe gratitude to S/M Henry, new to the school this autumn, for

making real cadets out of us. In Defence training he took great interest in

us and organized Junior Cadet Corps, and near the end of the winter term

got every member qualified in signalling.

During the same term we are also sorry to say we had no hockey match

with Rockcliffe Public School. But on account of only light snow falls there

really wasn't much hockey or skiing either. But even under such conditions

great enthusiam was shown in both.

By the beginning of the summer term several more English boys had left

for their native land.

At the beginning of the term we went for a series of runs before the

weather was fine enough for cricket. On the 29th of April we had a final

cross country race both Junior,, Intermediate and Senior. In the Junior Nesbitt

(Woollcombe) won.

The next event took place on the night of May the 13th which was the

boxing tournament; the fights opened in a bout between Grant II and Bate.

Bate put up a very good fight with Grant II but just lost. One of the main

features of the evening was Letson I I's fight with Daniels, after fighting a

hard bout with Paterson and beating him he took on Daniels II. It was a very

close fight and took the breath away from the audience but Letson finally

collapsed under a terrific blow. The Junior school competition ended with

Grant II ((winner of the first fight) and Shinner II) it was also very hard to

say who won but Grant 1 1 was the victor.

After that came the Cadet Inspection which, we think, was the best

Inspection Ashbury has ever taken part in. We had our own band to play the

the "General Salute" and a Cameron Highland pipe band for marching. We
had an Attack Scheme and No. 3 platoon (who are mostly Juniors) came in on

the final Assault and No. 4 platoon who ore all Juniors were the signallers,

they also played a very important part. At the end of the Inspection Copt.

Holmes addressed the Corps, He mentioned the importance of steadiness on

parade. He also said: . . . "this corps ranks with the best I have seen yet."

There was quite a bit of cricket, though we did not have as good a team

as last year.

The English boys are now going back one by one and a great blow to the

school will be the departure of Mr. Harrison. We are sure his teachings will

be always remembered by those under him. His spirit we know will remain in

Ashbury for ever.

CJ.M. and S.P.C.P.
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JUNIOR SOCCER
1943 - 1944

THIS soccer season in the Junior school was enjoyed just as much as

previous ones and the snow coming later we were able to enjoy a much
greater number of games than on some occasions. As usual, it seemed at

the beginning of the term that no one would ever be able to kick a ball, still less

learn how to control it in any way. After a week or two however things began

to improve and soon we were having some excellent games. The great dis-

appointment was that we weren't able to get a match against some outside

opponent as in previous years. After all there is nothing to compare with the

experience that a match provides, quite apart from the excitement. However

we settled on a team that would represent the Junior school if the op-

portunity arose: its constitution was as folows;

Goal: Paxton 2

Backs: Scrutton Hope

Half Backs: Rathbone 2 de Winton Whitwell 2

Forwards: Rogers Grant 2 Letson 2 Grant 1 Shinner 2

We were proud that Letson 2 on his showing as centre forward in this team in

practice games was chosen as centre forward for the under fifteen team that

represented Ashbury College in Montreal with such success.

JUNIOR RUGBY
The only Junior game of the season was played against Rockcliffe Public

School and in this struggle Ashbury were the victors. In the first quarter,

Rockcliffe made two touchdowns, thus leading by 10 - However during the

remainder of the game Ashbury out-played her opponents. The result was

21 - 10: Fine play was shown by Spencer, Kenny and Price II, who each scored

touch-downs. Castle also scored on a last minute play.

The season was a success in both games and sportmanship. We hope that

next year the squads will be just as successful.

F. Wing—Kenny, Price 1

1

Halves—Spencer, Paterson

Quarter—Castle (Captain)

Snap—Lennard

Middles— Bradley, Williams, MacNabb I!

Insides—Riddel I, Roome

Outsides—Warburton, Nesbitt.
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MY LIFE

HUMAN beings. THEY don't remember when they were born, but often

you hear them saying, 'If only that bicycle, or football, or what ever it

IS, could talk, wouldn't it be interesting to hear how it was made'. Of

course we can't remember how we were made' My first recollections are

as follows

It was a mellow afternoon. The sun shone not brightly, but just enough

to warm you. I heard two boys talking. "Well, Jack," said one voice, "let's

begin". "All right", said the other, and carried me tenderly to the middle of

the field and laid me down. I knew, I don't know how, what this was. I was

on a soccer field and I was about to play my first game. And then suddenly

a whistle blew and I was off.

I shall never forget that game. The ecstasy, the thrill, the joy of it'. Up,

up, up into the clear heaven, and then down, to be trapped by some adventurous

youth; and then racing along the field again till a well aimed foot swept me
away, up the field this time, dodging, twisting, turning; then the swift passages

through the air, to be trapped by a forward and so on, on, on ... .

But all things must end. And that is why I am now lying here in an old

shed with nothing but my dreams to—but I had better get on with the story.

After the wild thrill of that first game I was taken by one of the boys to what

is officially known as the Games Room. I looked around curiously. There were

soccer balls, some oval balls, which I guessed belonged to soccer's cousin

rugger, some cricket bats and stumps, and even an old disused bicycle, which

I found myself next to. In the bicycle I found a companion. The other balls

were haughty and disdainful, and would not talk to a mere newcomer. As for

the bats, they hardly ever talked except in the cricket season. But the bicycle

and I soon made friends. He used to tell me stories about his old master, and

his journeys. When I told him about my game, and the ecstasy I experienced,

he said, 'It's something like my own trade. My master used to take me on trips.

Oh, the glory of them! When we were going up a hill, he would be off his

saddle, pedalling with all his might, and then came the wild swoop down again;

and sometimes he used to sing to me; especially on falling or flat ground, he

yelled and his eyes sparkled as the wind whistled by. Oh, it was as if he were

part of me, or I of him; my brain was his, his mine! On the long upward grind

of many a steep hill I would feel his leg muscles tautening, as he urged me
onward, ever onward. And he never gave up. Some people wouldn't believe him

when he said, "I did such and such a steep hill without getting off". They would

just look at him curiously, and whisper behind his back," there's o fine young

liar in the making" But if they asked ME, I could have told them. It was true,

all of It. I never knew him to tell a lie". And the bicycle fell silent. "If I

wasn't a football I'd be a bicycle," said I, warmly. And our friendship was

secure.

The next day was drizzly. Drip, drip, drop, drop. I was despondent and

so were the boys. Consequently the game did not go well until far into the

second half, and even then it was no fun for me, rising up into the cloud and
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drizzle and falling down into mud. I have forgotten many other games I

played, but I will always remember those two, standing in stark contrast to

each other, one the good keen game of a pleasant day, the other the dull

sodden depressed game of a wet day. The bicycle, it appeared, had ex-

perienced this also. "When you have a hard wind in your face", he said,"

with sleet driving at you, well, your rider can't pedal, and you can't go".

The ether balls were used for the next few days, and I had nothing to do

but talk to the bicycle. One day I asked how he came there. My master

brought me here about two years ago," he said. "He left me here and then

ran out, without even a backward glance. I think something must have been

wrong. And a few hours later, the balls were interestedly discussing about a

boy called Jack Horner, and another boy who sounded like my master. It

appeared that an accident had happened to him." The bicycle stopped, and

I realized that I had touched on a tender spot.

There is no use in my going on much further in my description of games.

They were all pretty much alike. The only point worth mentioning before I

left off playing was when my old friend the bicycle was taken away. One day

when I came in from a game, I found him unusually silent. "You know," he

said at last, "I'm going to be taken away for salvage." I swear I almost
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fainted, that is to say all the air nearly went out of me. "What" I gasped,

"do you mean it?" "I do," he replied. If I had been a human then I would have

burst into tears. "But I shall always remember you," he continued, "even when
I'm part of an aeroplane, or a gun I shall remember." "So shall I," I replied.

That night we talked till late for there was no hope of seeing each other again;

we could only think and remember. And the next day they took him off,

brave, cheerful, confident, to the end. And when I am inclined to grumble I

always thnk of him, who never grumbled. May he rest in peace Amen.

One day a whole batch of new balls come in, and a rough hand took me
and threw me out, "This old thing's done" a voice said, and I was chucked

into an old gardening shed about a hundred yards away from the edge of the

playing field. And here I am to this day.

S,P. Form III

AN OLD ASHBURY CAP
I am an old Ashbury cap now. At first I was )ust a piece of green cloth.

I was taken to a factory and was shaped into on Ashbury cop.

The man who was making me went end got two boxes. Out of one of the

boxes he got an Ashbury crest and sewed it on me. Then I was put into the

other box with a lot of other caps and sent to a store.

I was bought by a boy's mother. The boy wore me to school every day,

but one day he lost me. He looked and looked for me, but he did not find me.

I am still laying behind a bush waiting for someone to find me and take me
back to my owner.

D. H. M. V. IB

AN OLD UMBRELLA
I am on old umbrella. Once I was just a tew pieces of metal, a piece of

black cloth, and a piece of glass. At that time I was in a factory, with buzzing

machines all around me.

Then my ribs were shaped into long flat pieces, then my handle was made
into the shape of a cane, and the cloth was put over, my handle hooked onto

the rest of me, and then I was put in a store.

Two weeks later I was sold to a woman for her son's birthday which was

the next day. The boy was 30 and his other umbrella had a hole in it. I was

received gladly by him.

When it rained he would take me out for a walk on his way to work. I

liked to wait for him in the barber shop while he hod his hair cut.

He wore me out quickly, although I was very strong

Now I am very old and I am patched and torn. But he says I am the

best umbrella he has ever had, so I am very happy

P. G. IB
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EXCHANGES

The Editors gratefully acknowledge the receipt of the following Exchanges.

The Acta Ridlieana, Ridley College, St. Catherines, Ont.

The Argus, Sault Ste. Marie Collegiate, Ontario.

The B.CS. Magazine, Bishop's College School, Lennoxville, P.Q.

The Blue and White, Rothesay Collegiate, Rothesay, N.B.

The College Times, Upper Canada College, Toronto, Ont.

The Dial, Northwood School, U.S.A.

The Grove Chronicle, Lakefield Preparatory School, Lakefield, Onf.

The Hatfield Hall Magazine, Hatfield Hall, Cobourg, Ont.

The Lozver Canada College Magazine, Montreal, P.Q.

Lux Glebana, Glebe Collegiate, Ottawa, Ont.

The Marlbtirian, Marlborough College, England.

The Beaver Log, Miss Edgar and Miss Cramp's, Montreal, P.Q.

The Mitre, Bishop's University, Lennoxville, P.Q.

The Meteor, Rugby School, England.

Northland Echoes, North Bay Collegiate, North Bay, Ont.

The Patrician Herald, St. Patrick's College, Ottawa.

The Queen's Review, Queen's University, Kingston, Ont

The Record, Trinity College School, Port Hope, Ont.

The R.M.C. Rcviezv, R.M.C., Kingston, Ont.

Samara, Elmwood School, Ottawa, Ont.

The Shawnigan Lake School Magazine, Shawnigan Lake, B.C.

South African College Magazine, S. A. High School, Cape Town.

St. Andrezi/s College Reviezi', St. Andrew's College, Aurora, Ont.

The Toubridgian, Tonbridge School, England.

Trafalgar Echoes, Trafalgar Institute, Montreal, P.Q

The Trinity College Magazine, Trinity College, Toronto, Ont

The Trinity Reviezv, Trinity University, Toronto, Ont.

The Voyagcur, Pickering College, Newmarket, Ontario.

Appleby Calling, Appleby College, Oakville, Ont.

Kings Hall. Compton, P.Q.

Cranbrookian, Cranbrook, Kent, England.

Wanganui Collegian, Wanganui, New Zealand.

The Log, Royal Canadian Naval College, Victoria, B.C.

The "Techaloguc", 512 24th St. W., Saskatoon.

Selwyn House School, 3458 Redpath St., Montreal.

{
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Associated Screen News

Aubrey, R. Hector

Auditorium, The

Sank of Montreal

Bourne, George

Bradley's Dairy

Bush, Gamble & Co.

Bryson Graham

Craig & West Limited

Cuzner Hardware Co.

Devlins

Dustbane Products Ltd.

Edwards, D Kemp Limited

Fisher Limited

Fry-Codbury Ltd.

Gill & Co., Limited, Allan

Green & Robertson

Hamilton Garage

Heney, John & Son Limited

Hope, James & Son

Imperial Tire Sales

Imperial Tobacco Co

,

of Canada Limited

Lapointe Fish Company

Leech's Drug Store

Macdonald Tobacco Co.

Morgan, Henry & Co, LimitCvl

Morrison- Lamothe

Murphy-Gamble

Notional Drug b Chemical Co

,

of Canada Ltd.

Neilson's

New Edinburgh Tailoring

Newcombe & Co

Ogiivy Ltd , Charles

Ont. Hughes-Owens Co, Limited, The

Orme Limited

Ottawa Dairy Co.

Ottawa Electric Railway Co.

Ottawa Fruit Supply Limited

Photographic Stores Limited

Red Line Taxi

Ronalds Advertising Agency

Sanitary Laundry

Southam Press

"Stubby" Beverages

Ten-Test

Thorburn & Abbott

I rinit\ College

Underwood Elliott Fisher Limited

University of Bishop's College

Woods Manufacturing Co Limited



How's Your FILMO Projector?

Every Filmo being produced has been

going to the armed forces, to better

train fighting men. So there have

been no new Filmos for civilians.

So it is more important than ever

that you take good care of your

Filmc—clean and oil regularly. For

authorized service and repairs see

your Filmo dealer or

ASSOCIATED SCREEN NEWS LIMITED
1330 Sherbrooke W., Montreol 100 Adelaide W., Toronto

Give our advertisers your support.



It's a Date

Make Morgan's the Place

when you set out to Buy

your Next Oufit.

HENRY MORGAN & CO. LIMITED
MONTREAL

Give our advertisers your support.
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THE ONTARIO

H U G H E S - OW E N S
Co., Limited OTTAWA, ONT.

Head Office: 527 Sussex St.

Production Div: 3 Hamilton Ave.

PIONEER

SOUTHAM PRESS
MONTREAL

SPECIALTY PRINTERS

FOR PROTECTION OF
REVENUE

COMMERCIAL
FINANCIAL
RAILROAD PRINTING
and LITHOGRAPHING

,._i

Give our advertisers your support.
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litS^ur ul^i^ik''^" ICE CREAM AND DESSERTS '

I
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I

1 OTTAWA FRUIT SUPPLY LIMITED
i Importers b Distributors x

I . i

1 I

i 28 NICHOLAS STREET, 3-5661 |

I
OTTAWA j

Bradley's Dairy \

\ Quality Dairy Products
|

Produced on our Farms

CYRVILLE, G. W. BRADLEY i

ONT D.ol 3-2096
\

Give our advertisers your support.



Quarded Quality
K

Canada'4 ^in&dt ClqaAetie.



C j>iii|)liruL'iils of

PHOTOGRAPHIC STORES LIMITED

65 SPARKS SI. J-^ Jl ON \\\'A I

Rsher's rate "fops
^

at Ashbary

When a chap knows he's

dressed rinlit ^because he got

his clothes at Fisher's) ... his

confidence steps right up!

. . . Socially! . . . Scholastically!

Certainly the rif>[ht clothes

help!

(Jtta'i^.ii's Lcadiucj Men's and Hoys'

Apparel Specialists Since 1905.

??

^^1L

110-112 aP>U«K3 8TRIXT

THE AUDITORIUM

Home of

ASHBURY COLLEGE HOCKEY TEANfS

CLARE M BRUNTON. MANAGER

Give our advertisers your support.



Get higher marJ^s today, a better job tomorrow

—

get an

UNDERWOOD
PORTABLE, RENTAL OR REBUILT

• In school days, typing helps you
prepare better, easier-to-study notes.

In business. Underwood operators

ahcays get preference—because 7 out

of every 10 typewriters in use in Can-
ada are Underwoods

!

UNDERWOOD ELLIOTT FISHER LIMITED
Joseph L Seitz, President

203 Queen Street
Branches in all Canadian cities

University of Bishop's College

Lennoxville, P.Q.

Founded 1843 Ro^AL Charter 1853

THE ONLY COLLEGE IN CANADA FOLLOWING THE
OXFORD AND CAMBRIDGE PLAN OF THREE LONG
ACADEMIC YEARS FOR THE B.A. AND B.Sc. DEGREES

Complete courses in Arts, Science in Arts and Divinity. Post-

graduate courses in Educaticjn leading to High School Diploma.

Residential College for men. WVnuen students admitted to lectures

degrees. Valuable Scholarships and Exhibitions.

For information, terms and calendars, apply to:

THE REV. A. H. McGREER. D.D.. Principal, or

THE REGISTRAR, Lennoxville. Que.

BY APPOINTMENT TO

THE LATE GOVERNOR-GENERAL AND LADY TWEEDSMUIR

Leech's Drug Store
131 CREIGHTON ST. PHONE 3-1 122

•EFFICIENT SERVICE-

Give our advertisers your support.



ALL COLLEGE BOOKS MAY BE PROCURED

FROM

THORBURN AND ABBOTT
115 SPARKS STREET |

OTTAWA TEL 2 6269 I

I

iUrinity (EolU^

in ti]r

Uninrrfitty of (Toronto

Trinity College, federated with the University, is one of the

Arts Colleges of the University and includes:

A Faculty of Arts providing instruction for students in classes of

limited size in all subjects taught by the colleges.

The full advantages of Federation with the University, instruction by
its professors, qualification for its scholarships and degrees, with its Library.

Laboratories and athletic facilities and membership in Hart House.

A Faculty of Divinity in which Trinity exercises its university powers

of conferring degrees and prepares candidates for the ministry of the Church.

A new residence for men students was opened in September 1941 at

Trinity College. This and the new St. Hilda's residence, opened in

September 193 8. enable the College to offer excellent accommodation.

The Scholarships offered by the College have recentlv been revised and

largely increased. Full particulars will be supplied on request.

For information concerning Fees, Scholarships, Exhibitions. Bursaries,

etc., address

THE REGISTRAR, TRINITY COLLEGE.
TORONTO 5.

-.—-*

CUZNER HARDWARE CO.
LIMITED

GENERAL HARDWARE
PAINTS and OILS ETC
HUNTING & FISHING SUPPLIES

521-523 SUSSEX ST. PHONE 3-6203

Give our advertisers your support.



ORME LIMITED
175-179 SPARKS ST.

COMPLETE STOCK OF VICTOR RECORDS
FINE FURNITURE

Soothing. Healing.
Antiseptic

VARSITY RUB
LINIMENT
RELIEVES

SORE MUSCLES
STIFFNESS

BRUISES

Excellent as a

Rub-down
and for

Athlete's Foot

MANUFACTURED BY

National Drug & Chemical Co.
of CANADA, LTD.

OUR BLUE AND GOLD DELIVERY

SERVICE COVERS THE CITY

LAUNDERERS
SINCE
1862

<^^^^

CLEANERS

anm
Give our advertisers your support.



COMPLIMENTS

OF

WOODS
Manufacturing Company Limited

OTTAWA

Makers of Quality Clothing & Equipment I

for the

Outdoor Man

FACTORIES:

HULL - MONTREAL - TORONTO - WELLAND I

I

Give our advertisers your support.



T Red Line

A
X
I

WITH RATES Low AS THE REST,

WHY NOT RIDE IN THE BEST ?

Phone: 3-5611

R^ Hector Aubrey
Meat Merchant

<5^

43-45 YORK STREET

OTTAWA, ONT.

TEL. No. 3-4093

3-4094

Give our advertisers your support.



Compliments of

"Stubby"
Beverages

OTTAWA

Enjoy that added Zest . .

Drink STUBBY

Zip in every sip

Ronalds
Advertising Agency

Limited

MONTREAL - lORONTO

A Complete Adxertising

and

Merchandising; Ser\'ice

®
Give our advertisers your support.



DEVLIN'S OF OTTAWA

A Modem Store With Old Traditions

ofReliability and Service—

Dependable Furs

Distinctive Men's Wear

Women's and Misses Apparel

Accessories — Fur Storage

Sparks and Queen Srs. Phones 2-2431

-75th YEAR

Give our advertisers your support.



COMPLIMENTS

OF

D. KEMP EDWARDS
I

LIS(lltL)

OTTAWA

COMPLIMENTS OF A FRIEND

• •

Give our advertisers your support.



Compliments of

Ottawa Dairy Company
Division of

The Borden Company Limited

f

I

W. F. JONES, President

SMART CLOTHES

AND ACCESSORIES

FOR YOUTHS AND BOYS

Murphy-Gamble
Limited

STREET FLOOR

..^^^

Give our advertisers your support.



NEWCOMBE & COMPANY
BARRISTERS & SOLICITORS

Registered Cable Address—Newcombe Ottawa

Telephone 2-1 3W Victoria BuiMinj:^. Ottawa

I

TO OUR READERS

You want the Ashburian to be good. We'd like

It to be better. This costs money. The more adver-
j

tisers we can get the more money will be available for
j

the improvement of the magazine. Please then, first
|

give your custom to the advertisers, second, mention
j

the Ashburian when you do so, third, bring in new I

advertisers for us.

ALLAN GILL & CO., LIMITED

INSURANCE
1870

..—4.

Give our advertisers your support.



! KENNETH A. GREENE I. PERLEY-ROBERTSON

'

GREENE & ROBERTSON
All Lines of Insurance

Government & Municipal Bonds

Telephone 2-3576

GREENE-ROBERTSON BUILDING

53 Metcalfe St. OTTAWA, CANADA

COMPLIMENTS

OF

OTTAWA ELECTRIC RAILWAY I

CO.

BUSH, GAMBLE & CO.

Wholesalers and Importers

Tobaccos, Confectionery, Pipes and Sundries

Fountain Supplies

PHONE 2-9471 465 GLADSTONE AVE.

Give our advertisers your support.



B<)\s, (ilothinu.

Si rift I loor

S|x>rt Shop,
— I )()\vnstjirs

^harlpj Oqilvy
Limiled

\ K'lor .iiul ( oliiinlii.i

Kti.onls, I oiif I li I loor

Power I ool Shop,

-:S \\'.illcr St.

George Bourne
sporting Goods

151 RIDEAU STREET, OTTAWA

Kci^ixl* r« (I
I

f

DIAL 3 8407 j

i

JAMES HOPE & SONS, LIMITED
BOOKStLLERS, STATIONERS
BOOKBINDERS \ PRINTERS

OTTAWA, CANADA

61-63 SPARKS ST. PHONH 2-2493

Froni .1 I ricnd

Give our advertisers your support.



Efficient Insulation plus
Modern Decoration in the
Home of Today and Tomorrow

MODERN home interiors that emphasize style-smartness, are

easily acquired with TEN/TEST. Strong, durahle and def-

initely economical, this efificient material plays an increasingly

important part in today's home building and remodelling program.

With a little planning, out of date interiors can be rejuvenated
with TEN/TEST and transformed into rooms of modern charm
and beauty. This multi-purpose material is adaptable to almost
any type of decorative treatment. You'll be agreeably surprised at

the happy result of a TEN/TEST installation, whether used for

new construction or modernizing any room in the home . . . from
basement to attic.

TEN/TEST is an all-purpose material. At one cost it pro-

vides efficient insulation . . . adds structural strength to the building

. . . reduces fuel consumption . . . efifectively deadens sound . . .

offers modern decoration and distinctive interior finish.

The exceptional adaptability of TEN/TEST to so many
varied uses ... its workability ... its moderate cost . . . make it an
important factor in every home. See your local lumber dealer to-

day or write for samples and detailed information to Inter-

national Fibre Board Limited, Gatineau, Quebec.

TIE J^Uimi. INSILATINfi lOUl

Give our advertisers your support.
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Compliments of

Bryson Graham
ilotnpaiiy Limited

OTTAWA'S OLDEST DEPARTMENT STORE

Established 1870

- BAKERS and CATERERS -

I I

Morrison - Lamothe

95 ECHO DRIVE PHONE 51401 j

I i

Give our advertisers your support.



Duslbane Products Ltd.

f

I

i

f

I 2001/2 BANK STREET

i

Cleaning Materials and Sanitary Supplies.

J

2-5751 (

i

Founded by D. Farsox, A. West

'^ PANORAMA ^
A paper produced and financed by the boys of Ashbury

to provide an outlet for the ideas of the boys on school

and outside affairs and to give an account of the activities

of the school.

Subscribe Next Term

Editor—R. L. BOUTIN Assf. Editor—M. SHENSTONE

NEW EDINBURGH TAILORING

CIVIL AND MILITARY SUITS MADE TO ORDER

M. ALTOW, Prop. 21 Beechwood Ave.

Tel. No. 3-6013

Give our advertisers your support.
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HAMILTON GARAGE & AUTO PARTS i

S AI.I'.S an.! SI-:K\ l( |-.

Chesterville's Leading Garage

Compliments of

I IMPERIAL TIRE SALES
DOVER BROS.

1112 SOMERSET STREET

Compliments of

I LAPOINTE FISH COMPANY

I
By Ward Market 3-9309 j

! I

i With the Compliments of

CRAIG & WEST LIMITED
FLORISTS

I
RIDEAU TERRACE, 3-9303 |

f OTTAWA ?

I
I

Give our advertisers your support.



Compliments of a Friend

i<0>

John Heney & Son Ltd
COAL

Head Office

40-42 Elgin St.

COKE FUEL OIL

Phone 2-9451

7 Lines to Central

Give our advertisers your support.
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Most Canadians prefer Nellson'f

Jersey Milk Chocolate for Its

delicious Flavor and wonder-
ful Food Value.
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